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Abstract 
 
This thesis investigates the factors to consider when implementing a business to business market 
entry strategy within the automotive industry. The aforementioned is conducted through an 
exploratory case study at a global industrial firm providing a comprehensive range of products 
and services within the motor vehicle industry. The case study is made on the foundation of 
existing theory, previous empirical research and interviews with relevant companies within the 
industry.  

The thesis provides an overview of the factors to be considered when executing a business to 
business market entry strategy on the automotive market based on existing literature and 
empirical research. Furthermore, the six main challenge areas that the case company faces in its 
work with entering a new market is displayed. These challenges are; (1) internal communication, 
(2) customer relations, (3) technical requirements, (4) strategic initiatives, (5) management 
support and (6) organizational alignment. In addition to the six challenges, potential strategic 
initiatives are discussed within each of the challenge areas. The six challenge framework can be 
used as a framework for other industrial firms striving to implement an industrial business to 
business market entry strategy.  

The main theoretical contribution of this thesis is the identification of challenges during a 
market entry within the automotive industry. Furthermore, the thesis concludes that the 
implementation of a market entry strategy can provide greater challenges than the development 
of the strategy itself, which is supported by both literature and empirical findings. Related to 
this, a misalignment between the business type and the marketing strategy type within the case 
company is identified. 

Key-words 
Strategy Implementation, Market Theory, Strategy, Industrial Business to Business Marketing, 
Motor Vehicle Industry, Assembly Tools, Market Entry, Customer Relations, Organizational 
Alignment, Market Strategy, Marketing Organization 
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Sammanfattning 
 
Detta examensarbete undersöker vilka faktorer som bör beaktas vid implementering av 
strategier för att ta sig in på en ”business-to-business”-marknad inom fordonsindustrin. Detta 
görs genom en explorativ fallstudie på ett globalt industriföretag som säljer ett stort antal 
produkter och tjänster till fordonsindustrin. Fallstudien är grundad i litteratur, tidigare 
empiriska studier och intervjuer med relevanta företag inom industrin.  

Examensarbetet ger en översikt av de faktorer som bör beaktas då man implementerar en 
“business to business”-marknadsstrategi inom fordonsindustrin baserat på existerande litteratur 
och en empirisk undersökning. De sex främsta utmaningarna som fallstudieföretaget står inför 
identifieras, vilka är (1) intern kommunikation, (2) kundrelationer, (3) tekniska krav, (4) 
strategiska initiativ, (5) ledningsstöd och (6) organisatorisk sammstämmighet. Utöver de sex 
utmaningarna diskuteras potentiella strategiska initiativ inom varje utmaningsområde. De sex 
utmaningarna kan användas som ett ramverk för andra industriföretag som söker att 
implementera en marknadsstrategi.  

Det huvudsakliga teoretiska bidraget av detta examensarbete är identifiktationen av de 
utmaningar som uppstår vid en markandsingång inom fordongsindustrin. Dessutom visar 
examensarbetet att implementeringen av en marknadsstrategi kan visa sig vara en större 
utmaning än att ta fram densamma, vilket stöds av både litteraturen och den empiriska 
undersökningen. Relaterat till föregående kunde vi identifiera en obalans mellan 
fallstudieföretagets affärstyp och marknadsstrategi.  

Nyckelord 

Strategiimplementering, Marknadsteori, Strategi, Industriell Business to Business 
Marknadsföring, Bilindustrin, Monteringsverktyg, Marknadsingång, Kundrelationer, 
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1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we introduce the reader to our paper. Background is presented, 

problems formulated, purpose and aim declared and research questions set. The 

chapter ends with the delimitations of our research, our contribution to science 

and the disposition of the thesis.  

1.1 Background 

Strategy implementation has been seen as an art rather than a science in contrast 

to strategy formulation, which is the reason behind the significantly fewer 

articles written within the former (Li, et al., 2008). Yet, 83 percent of companies 

fail to implement their strategy smoothly, and only 17 percent feel that they have 

a consistent strategy implementation process. This shows that strategy 

implementation is a key challenge for today’s organizations. (Li, et al., 2008) 

Ramaseshan (2013) stresses the fact that effective implementation of business 

level strategy depends on the extent to which different functional groups of the 

organization are able to work in partnership with each other. Even so, few studies 

have examined the inter-relationships of functional and business strategies (Li, 

et al., 2008). In light of these findings, we have chosen to investigate the main 

factors to consider when implementing a business-to-business (B2B) market 

entry strategy within the automotive industry. The study is conducted together 

with The Case Company (TCC), a global industrial firm providing a 

comprehensive range of products and services. The focus is within the motor 

vehicle industry, where The Case Company supplies machine tool builders 

(MTBs) and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) with industrial tools 

used in the manufacturing process of motor vehicles.  

The Case Company is looking to enter the German powertrain market, in which 

it will supply manufacturing tools to the production of engines and 

transmissions. Previously, TCC’s initiatives to enter aforementioned market has 

proved unsuccessful, including an earlier master’s thesis studying the positional 

power of The Case Company within its supply chain. Therefore, The Case 

Company seeks to understand what has to be done in order to enter this market, 
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which in turn aligns well with the topic of this thesis, thus providing a 

comprehensive case study to base the research on.     

1.2 Problem Formulation 

The Case Company has built a high quality product portfolio with high market 

share within most of their segment areas over the years. However, in one of these 

areas, powertrain, there is one geographical market where The Case Company is 

not performing well in, namely Germany. Therefore, there is an interest in why 

the German powertrain market is such a challenge and why the previous and 

current initiatives have not succeeded. In addition, since an industrial B2B 

market entry strategy is needed, an analysis on factors to consider during a 

strategy implementation is of great interest and therefore plays a key role in this 

paper. Furthermore, through analyzing the important factors to consider during 

a market entry and the current situation within the concerned industry, we hope 

to identify the main challenges of a B2B market entry within the automotive 

industry, which is a subject that has not seen extensive research.  

1.3 Purpose and Aim 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the main factors to consider when 

executing a B2B market entry strategy within the automotive industry. To satisfy 

the purpose, we are conducting an exploratory case study including several 

relevant industry firms. The aim of the study is to provide an overview of possible 

actions for The Case Company on the German powertrain market. 
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1.4 Research Questions 

In order to fulfill the purpose and aim of this paper, we define the research theme 

as the following: 

How should The Case Company enter the German powertrain market? 

We have chosen to divide the research theme into two different parts that should 

be answered chronologically. These questions are: 

x RQ1: Which factors should be considered when executing an industrial 

B2B market entry strategy? 

x RQ2: Why have The Case Company’s previous and current initiatives not 

succeeded? 

1.5 Delimitations 

This paper focuses on industrial B2B market entries, therefore we will not 

investigate market entries that neither fit in an industrial environment nor in a 

B2B setting. As this study is conducted in collaboration with The Case Company, 

where the majority of our interviews are held, the results will mostly be derived 

in reference to The Case Company’s product offer and markets. In addition, the 

research mainly focuses on the automotive industry within developed countries. 

Furthermore, within the automotive industry the focus is on powertrain 

production of personal vehicles. Since the case study is conducted on the German 

powertrain market, other geographical areas and industries are not considered.  

This study has been conducted under the confidential policy of The Case 

Company, The Case Company. Therefore, neither TCC’s name nor the real names 

of any interviewees or other interviewed companies are present in this report. All 

numbers presented are altered from their original form as per request from the 

case company. 
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1.6 Contribution to Science 

The subjects of market entry and strategy implementation are rather broad, 

including an abundance of relevant literature. However, regarding what factors 

to consider when executing an industrial B2B market entry strategy, and 

specifically on an automotive market, lacks extensive research (Li, et al., 2008). 

Instead, the focus is often on covering a holistic view on market entries, or on a 

very specific market under certain circumstances. Furthermore, the area of 

strategy implementation lacks extensive research compared to the area of 

strategy formulation, which adds to the above-mentioned reasoning. Due to this 

gap in literature, we see the need for research within the field. In order to 

complete this research, we are able to collaborate with The Case Company to 

conduct an exploratory case study. Through the exploratory approach, aided by 

chosen literature on market theory and strategy implementation as well as a 

conducted case study, this thesis contributes to the area of research on what 

factors to consider when executing a B2B market entry strategy within the 

automotive industry.  

1.7 Disposition 

The thesis is structured as follows: 

 

Figure 1: Thesis structure 

Introduction: In this chapter, we introduce the reader to our paper. Background 

is presented, problems formulated, purpose and aim declared and research 

questions set. The chapter ends with the delimitations of our research, our 

contribution to science and the disposition of the thesis. 
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Theoretical Framework: In this chapter, we present our theoretical framework. 

The focus is on market theories and strategy implementation. A presentation of 

the previous empirical research that has been conducted at The Case Company 

regarding the same research theme, although with a different chosen path of 

research, is included. The chapter ends with a summary of presented literature.      

Methodology: In this chapter, we present our chosen methodology. The chapter 

includes our research approach as well as the research process. A discussion on 

validity, reliability and research ethics has also been included in the end. 

The Case Condition: In this chapter, the case condition is presented. Firstly, 

The Case Company (TCC) is introduced, followed by a presentation of the 

automotive environment closest to TCC, on which the case study is based on. 

This presentation of the automotive environment consist a background on the 

automotive industry as well as TCC’s position in a multi-tier supply chain. 

Findings: In this chapter we present our main findings in order to answer our 

research questions. The empirical findings have been extracted from interviews 

with employees at The Case Company as well as with external companies. The 

chapter ends with an identification of several challenge areas.   

Discussion: In this chapter, we propose initiatives that The Case Company 

should take to enter the German powertrain market. These initiatives are based 

on the challenges we identified through our empirical findings and theoretical 

framework. The chapter ends with a connection to previous empirical research 

and a discussion on sustainability. 

Conclusions: In this chapter, we conclude our research by answering the 

research questions, relate to the research theme and thereafter discuss how the 

research contributes to science. To end this thesis, we discuss the limitations of 

the research together with recommendations for future research.  
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2 Theoretical Framework 

In this chapter, we present our theoretical framework. The focus is on market 

theory and strategy implementation. A presentation of the previous empirical 

research that has been conducted at The Case Company regarding the same 

research theme, although with a different chosen path of research, is included. The 

chapter ends with a summary of presented literature.  

2.1 Market Theory 

The subject of market theory contains an abundance of available literature. In 

this thesis, we have chosen to include a limited set of literature, broadly 

applicable to several settings, increasing the generalizability of the presented 

theory. In order to structure our analysis of TCC’s current setting, we have 

chosen Ohmae’s (1982) 3C model. From there, Porter’s five forces model 

(Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) and the Marketing Mix model (Forsyth, et al., 2004) 

are presented to later analyze TCC’s current price, product and differentiation 

strategies. Last, the SIAR-model’s theory on market entries is presented 

(Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001).  

2.1.1 The 3C model 

Good business strategies should include three characteristics, namely (1) clear 

market definition, (2) a good match between corporate strengths and the needs 

of the markets, and (3) superior performance relative to competition (Ohmae, 

1982). According to Ohmae (1982), these three characteristics can be translated 

into the need for three key players in the business strategy, namely corporation, 

customer, and competition. In order to create a good relationship between the 

customers and the corporation, there needs to be a positive matching between 

the needs and objectives of the two players. Interrupting the good relationship 

are the competitors, aiming at replacing the relationship with the corporation 

with one to the competitor itself. It is thus not enough for the relationship 

between the customer and the corporation to be good, it must in fact even be 
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better than that between the customer and the competitor. Good in this sense 

equaling the overlapping of needs. (Ohmae, 1982) 

 

 

Figure 2: The 3C model (Ohmae, 1982, p. 40) 

Translated into business vocabulary, if a corporation targets a customer with the 

same offer as the competitors, the customer cannot differentiate between them. 

This shifts the power to the customer’s side and the result might be a price war, 

satisfying the needs of the customer, but not those of the corporation nor the 

competitor. The conclusion drawn by Ohmae is the following: “Strategy must […] 

be defined in terms of these three key players as an endeavor by a corporation to 

differentiate itself positively from its competitors, using its relative corporate 

strengths to better satisfy customer needs”. (Ohmae, 1982)  

The practical implications for the corporation of the strategic triangle regards 

the level at which strategic planning is to take place. The strategic planning unit 

needs to be placed at a level where it can assess the customers’ entire needs and 

have the authority to influence the critical functions within the company. This is 

said to be at a level at which it can influence or take actions to: “(1) all key 

segments of the customer group having similar objectives; (2) all key functions 
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of the corporation, so that it can deploy whatever functional expertise is needed 

to establish positive differentiation from customer; and (3) all key aspects of the 

competitor, so that the corporation can seize the advantage when opportunity 

offers – and, conversely, so that the competitors will not be able to catch  the 

corporation off balance by exploiting unsuspected sources of strength.” This is 

summarized in Figure 2. Ohmae (1982) here recommends three questions the 

organization can use in order to assess the validity of the unit to be used for 

strategic decisions. “(1) Are customer wants well defined and understood by the 

industry and is the market segmented so that differences in these wants are 

treated differently? (2) Is the business unit equipped to respond functionally to 

the basic wants and needs of customers in the defined segments? (3) Do 

competitors have different sets of operating conditions that could give them an 

unfair advantage over the business unit in questions?” (Ohmae, 1982) 

 

2.1.1.1 Customers 

 

Figure 3: Matrix framework for strategic segmentation (Ohmae, 1982, p. 42) 

Within the 3C-framework, strategic market segmentation is also an essential part 

of the work. Segmentation is made primarily due to the fact that almost every 

market is heterogeneous, and the corporation needs to be able to easily 

distinguish which customers to target. Market segmentation can be divided into 

two different groups based on customer objectives or customer coverage, which 
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is summarized in Figure 3: Matrix framework for strategic segmentation . In 

Figure 3(Ohmae, 1982, p. 42) (Ohmae, 1982, p. 42) the grey areas marks the areas 

in which the corporation currently participates, while the X:s display segments 

in which it can reach positive segmentation. (Ohmae, 1982)  

2.1.1.2 Corporation 

Ohmae (1982) stresses that if the company does not adapt the functions proved 

to be critical from customer and competitor analysis, the entire value with the 

segmentation and analysis is lost. What this means is that the corporation as a 

whole needs to be ready to adapt to the insights gained from both customer and 

competitor analyses. The adaptation, however, needs to be done in a way that is 

cost-effective and that strengthens the functions to an extent that makes them 

stronger than the competitors. The functional strategy is best developed by 

ignoring organizational division, instead looking at the customers and the 

competitors in order to discover the factors determining the success-rate. 

(Ohmae, 1982) 

2.1.1.3 Competitors 

A powerful and lasting differentiation from competitors is achieved by either 

higher market coverage compared to competitors or in higher winning ratio. 

These advantages have their foundation in superior functional capabilities 

compared to competitors. The functional capabilities, in turn, are what the 

corporation can use in order to develop a winning strategy on the market. 

(Ohmae, 1982) 
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2.1.2 The five forces model 

 

Figure 4: Porter's five forces model (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001, p. 167) 

The goal in Porter’s five forces model is to, based on the structure of the industry, 

and the competitive position of the company, determine the attractiveness of an 

industry considering the long-term profitability and which factors determine the 

profitability. According to Porter, two basic types of competitive advantages 

exist, namely cost leadership and differentiation. (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) 

The first of the five forces is the competition among existing competitors, 

described as industry rivalry. This is affected by multiple factors, e.g. the 

competitors’ production capacity and the growth within the specific business. 

Also the degree to which the business is concentrated and barriers to entry 

contribute to the rivalry. (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) 

The second force is the bargaining power from the suppliers. Here, 

differentiation of intermediate goods, volume dependency of the supplier, and 

possibilities to integrate are what affects the bargaining power. (Bengtsson & 

Skärvad, 2001) 
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The third force is the bargaining power from the customers. This is determined 

by their price elasticity, purchasing volumes, cost of changing suppliers, 

possibilities of integration, and access to information. (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 

2001) 

The fourth force is the threat from substitute products or services. Those occur 

due to the relation between price and performance of the product or service, 

both of the existing ones and potential substitutes. This also includes switching 

costs and the buyers’ propensity to choose substitutes. (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 

2001) 

Lastly, the fifth force is the threat from potential competitor entries on the 

market. This force is heavily dependent on the level of barriers to entry within 

the business. Example of barriers are economies of scale, patents, and capital 

intensity. Factors such as authorities, and other explicit forces should also be 

considered. (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) 

As previously mentioned, in Porter’s five forces model, there are two different 

ways of creating competitive advantage; cost leadership and differentiation. Cost 

leadership come from the ability to reach economies of scale, the learning effect 

or similar conditions making the company obtain a lower cost-level than the 

competitors. (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) 

Differentiation is created by either a unique product, unique marketing, or other 

circumstances that enhances the satisfaction of needs for the customer. The 

thought here is that differentiation will motivate the customer to pay a higher 

price for the product, compared to the competitors’ products. (Bengtsson & 

Skärvad, 2001) 
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Figure 5: Porter - Competitive advantage (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001, p. 170) 

Based on the two different ways of creating competitive advantage, Porter 

suggest three general strategies for achieving lasting profitability within an 

industry. These are; (1) cost leadership, (2) differentiation, and (3) focus, and as 

seen in Figure 5, they are related to the portion of the market that is served. 

(Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001)  

 

Figure 6: Return versus market share (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001, p. 170) 

Porter stresses that a critical part of strategy is to choose which of these three 

general strategies the company chooses. If no clear decision is made, the 

company is put at risk of “getting stuck in the middle”, with a market share that 

is too small for a cost leadership strategy and too big to use the differentiation 

and/or the focus strategy. This issue is visualized in Figure 6. (Bengtsson & 

Skärvad, 2001) 
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2.1.3 The marketing mix 

The ‘four P’s’ were originally developed by E. Jerome McCarthy in the 1950’s and 

is one of the most well-known marketing principles. The basic elements are 

product, price, promotion and place. The idea is that these four basic elements 

are used in parallel to form the marketing mix. These elements are considered to 

be the four variables that an organization selling products can coordinate to 

satisfy the customers. (Forsyth, et al., 2004) 

The product element refers to what the company offers its customers, which is 

said to be the right product, with the right level of quality considering the 

customer’s expectation. (Zhixian, 2018) The possible value proposition within 

this area can be divided into three parts; (1) The product is considered different 

compared to competitors by the customers, (2) the buyers see the 

aforementioned difference as something positive compared to the competitors, 

and (3) the difference is positive in such a way that the customers are willing to 

pay a premium price for the product. These three areas form the core value 

proposition of the product. The key to success within this area is to focus on what 

the product is to the customer or buyer, not on what it is to the producer or 

seller, which requires a careful consideration of the customer’s needs. (Berlin & 

Lexa, 2006) 

The price is what the customer is willing to pay for the product. (Zhixian, 2018) 

According to Berlin & Lexa (2006), there are three main areas to consider when 

offering complex products; (1) consider what is reimbursed compared to the 

competitors – look at the total offering compared to the competitor’s (2) consider 

all effects an alteration of the product offering has on the company, especially 

whether it will be possible to increase the price proportionally to the added cost 

for upgrading the product or service. (3) Costs added to the product should 

strengthen the position relative to competition.  

The place regards both to where the product is delivered and where the 

promotion takes place in order to attract the potential customers. (Zhixian, 2018) 

Within this element, the company has the possibility to choose the placement of 

the product so that it targets the desired customers and satisfy their needs in the 
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best way. The placement, however, needs to be aligned with the product offered. 

(Berlin & Lexa, 2006) 

Promotion is considered to be how the company communicates its offer to the 

customer. (Zhixian, 2018) For many products, if successfully developed, the 

promotion element should not be too unclear. The product offer and its benefits 

for the customers should be clear and fitted to both the specific customers and 

the specific product. Six points to consider are 1. To whom are you selling? 2. 

Why will they buy? 3. What message do you use to get through to them? 4. How 

do you reach them? 5. Where do you advertise to reach them? 6. When do you 

advertise, and how long do you run a campaign? (Berlin & Lexa, 2006)  

2.1.4 The SIAR-model 

The SIAR-school (Scandinavian Institute of Academic Research), based on the 

theories of Eric Rhenman and further developed by Richard Normann, 

represents an organizational theoretical perspective on strategic questions and 

challenges that organization’s face (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001). The strategy 

work of the SIAR-school is based around the “concern to create an accordance 

between organizational values and its surroundings as well as between relevant 

sub systems within the organization” (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001).  

The basic presumptions of the SIAR-school can be summarized in the following 

five points (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001): (1) Problems within companies are a 

result of processes of change, primarily changes in the surrounding environment 

that the company has failed to adapt to. (2) Changes in the surrounding 

environment can be grouped into reversible changes such as variations or 

disturbances and irreversible changes such as structural changes. Richard 

Normann later differed between product variations and reorientation. Product 

variation can be managed through existing resources and technology while 

reorientation demands new types of resources, knowledge and skills and 

therefore often lead to deep-going changes in the organization’s power system 

and inner political processes. (3) Variations and disturbances can be absorbed 

and counteracted within the organization’s structure. Structural changes in the 
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surrounding environment however, demand structural changes within the 

organization. (4) The most difficult organizational issues originate from 

structural changes in the surrounding world. The early theory of the SIAR-school 

can be summarized as a theoretical view on how to manage these structural 

changes. (5) The primary task of the management is to perceive changes in the 

surrounding environment and to solve the problems as well as exploit the 

opportunities that these changes create. 

 

Figure 7: Spear heads and penetration projects (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001, p. 36) 

Based on the above presumptions and the following case studies that SIAR 

conducted on the topic, several conclusions were drawn by Bengtsson & Skärvad 

(2001). That is, strategic planning is rarely necessary, an organization can remain 

successful through observing changes in the surrounding environment as 

independent from each other. The procedures for strategic planning even reduce 

the ability to pay attention to and manage strategic problems. The biggest 

problems that large organizations face are changes in norms and values in the 

organization’s environment and changes within an organization demands the 

ability to act in its own political system. The most important obstacle against 

innovation in a management group is insensitivity for the environment 

surrounding the organization. The most important task of the consultant is to 

change the values connected to the relationship between organization and 
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surroundings. Knowledge and interpretation of the organizational history and 

previous critical decisions are important factors that can ease organizational 

change.  

Richard Normann later developed the SIAR-school further and formulated a 

theory on market entries that revolve around so called “territories”, visualized in 

Figure 7. An organization’s territory is a product/market combination where the 

organization is either very profitable or have a high market share. To reach this 

position, known as dominance, you need a superior business idea. New 

territories are reached through “spear heading” into new geographical markets, 

areas of production or technologies. Through a “project of penetration”, for 

example a certain product, an organization thereafter seeks to establish 

dominance on a market. Normann proposed that the development cycle of a 

market entry strategy would include the following five phases: (1) Spear head 

phase – a searching process to test a vision or idea on the market. (2) 

Development phase – continued development of knowledge within the frame of 

the business idea as well as development of product and system that will aid 

when conquering a specific market segment. (3) Market penetration – build-up 

of resources and organization to conquer market segment. (4) Exploitation and 

stabilization – to remain dominant in your territory and “harvest the fruits of 

labor”. (5) Wind-up or redefinition of business idea. (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) 
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2.2 Strategy Implementation 

Within strategy implementation research, Li, et al. (2008) have identified nine 

individual factors that influence strategy implementation. These factors are the 

result of Li, et al.’s (2008) effort of summarizing the majority of existing literature 

within the subject of strategy implementation. The factors are; 1. Strategy 

formulation process, 2. Relationships among different units/departments and 

different strategy levels, 3. Strategy executors (managers, employees), 4. 

Communication activities, 5. The employed implementation tactics, 6. 

Consensus regarding the strategy, 7. Level of commitment for the strategy, 8. 

Organizational structure and 9. The administrative system in place. (Li, et al., 

2008) In detail, the individual factors can be divided into the three categories of 

hard, soft, and mixed factors. Where soft factors include people, communication 

activities and implementation, and commitment from the organization, the hard 

factors include the organization’s structure and the administrative system. The 

mixed factors considered the strategy formulation, which contains both hard and 

soft factors. (Li, et al., 2008)  

The rest of this theory chapter is primarily structured after the nine individual 

factors proposed by Li, et al. (2008). In addition, multiple authors have 

contributed to the individual factors, although not as extensively as Li, et al. In 

those cases, their work has been included in one or more of the nine individual 

factors. Finally, the nine factors are grouped into categories proposed by Li et al. 

(2008) 

2.2.1 Strategy formulation 

A good strategy implementation starts with good strategic input. Strategies 

cannot be all things to all people, they achieve particular performance goals to 

the exclusion of others. In a global network of subsidiaries, the subsidiary’s top 

managers want an open strategy process that is consistent, fair, and that allows 

for the subsidiary’s view to be heard. If this is the case, subsidiary managers are 

motivated to implement global strategies, and feel organizational commitment, 

trust and social harmony with the head office. If there is a lack of such an open 
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process, the result might be the opposite of what is described above. (Li, et al., 

2008) Computerized cognitive aids can to some extent support decision makers’ 

strategy execution process. (Li, et al., 2008) The result of a successful 

implementation of the market strategy could thereafter be measured, where 

performance measurements facilitate the manager in evaluating, controlling, 

and improving the formulated strategy. (Ramaseshan, et al., 2013) 

2.2.1.1 Marketing creativity and marketing strategy implementation 

The results of Slater, et al. (2010) show that both marketing creativity and 

marketing strategy implementation effectiveness are positively associated with 

the business unit achieving its objectives. However, it is also found that their 

relative importance depend on the context. Thus the authors beg a question: how 

should an organization form a creative marketing strategy and then successfully 

implement it? A creative strategy should be seen as the result of an appropriate 

strategy formulation process, certain organizational characteristics as well as 

both individual and situational factors. These factors include managers’ 

knowledge of macro-environment, formal business education, and intrinsic 

motivation to a plan, a willingness to take risks, low time pressure and 

organizational use of a moderately formal business process. Cross functional 

integration and quality of internal communication also benefit marketing 

strategy creativity, while a focus on marketing assets and capabilities instead 

hurts creativity. Managers’ commitment to the marketing strategy could also 

mediate the relationship between perceived fit of the marketing strategy with 

the organization’s vision and market strategy implementation effectiveness. 

(Slater, et al., 2010) 
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2.2.2 Relationships among different units/departments and different strategy 

levels 

Relationships among different units/departments and strategy levels is seen as a 

factor that significantly influence the outcome of strategy implementation (Li, et 

al., 2008).  

2.2.2.1 Marketing strategy types 

Based on earlier research, Slater & Olson (2001) proposed the existence of four 

clusters of marketing strategy types. The first cluster, Aggressive Marketers, 

target segments of buyers that value innovative and high quality products that 

they in turn are ready to pay a premium price for. The products are therefore 

perceived to provide the buyer with a competitive advantage. Aggressive 

Marketers are able to reach these buyers through a very selective distribution 

strategy, utilizing an internal sales force as well as marketing support functions 

and even advertising.  

The second cluster, Mass Marketers, offer a product line of largely 

undifferentiated products. They often charge low prices and utilize an intensive 

distribution strategy. (Slater & Olson, 2001) 

The third cluster, Marketing Minimizers, provide the lowest level of customer 

service and put little to no effort in any marketing activities. The prices are 

generally low and marketing is not seen as a key element in their value chain. 

Marketing Minimizers generally reduce risk by waiting until a product concept is 

accepted on a market before launching their own version. (Slater, et al., 2010) 

The fourth and last cluster, Value Marketers, are similar to the Aggressive 

Marketers. They both deliver innovative and high quality products, but the Value 

Marketers do so at a fairly lower price. They use little to no advertising, instead 

relying on their in-house sales force. They overall provide high customer service 

and with an apparent spread between product benefits and product costs. (Slater 

& Olson, 2001)    
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2.2.2.2 Business strategy types 

In addition to the marketing strategy types, Slater & Olson (2001) further 

proposed the existence of four different business strategy types that, directly or 

indirectly, affects the strategy implementation process through a connection 

with a specific marketing strategy cluster. These four business types are: 

Prospectors, Analyzers, Low Cost Defenders and Differentiated Defenders. 

Prospectors are proactive in their product and marketing development efforts, 

able to monitor a wide range of market conditions. They usually target early 

adopters, manufacture innovative products charged at a premium price, provide 

high levels of customer service and educate their customers on their product 

offer. The Prospectors therefore achieve superior performance utilizing an 

Aggressive Marketing strategy. Analyzers are concerned with both protecting 

their stable core of products markets and at the same time develop new products 

to venture into new markets. Analyzers are able to use advertising compared to 

Prospectors much due to Prospectors already having created awareness of the 

product category. Therefore, Analyzers should focus on utilizing an intensive 

distribution strategy, relatively little product promotion and charge lower prices 

than the Prospectors to induce switching. The Analyzer therefore achieves 

superior performance utilizing a Mass Marketing strategy. Low Cost Defenders 

focus on efficiency in all their activities. The marketing organization is allocated 

proportionally fewer resources than other functions such as production or 

finance. The Low Cost Defenders do utilize intensive distribution to penetrate 

new markets, thus enabling low prices. Therefore, the Low Cost Defenders 

achieve superior performance utilizing a Marketing Minimizer strategy. 

Differentiated Defenders create customer value through high quality products 

supported by high level of service at a lower price than the Prospectors, although 

more expensive than either Analyzers or Low Cost Defenders. Differentiated 

Defenders “play the spread” in order to create value for the customer as well as 

reach superior performance through a Value Marketing strategy. Firms who 

successfully align business types and market strategies demonstrate overall 

stronger performance scores compared to those whose business types and 

market strategy type do not align. 
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The work of Slater & Olson (2001) was further developed in another study (Slater, 

et al., 2010). While Prospectors continuously seek to locate and exploit new 

product and market opportunities, both Defenders focus on sealing off a portion 

of the total market in order to create a stable set of products and customers. 

Analyzers on the other hand position themselves in between the other two 

extremes, cautiously following Prospectors into new markets, while protecting a 

stable set of products and customers. The Prospectors are the most innovative 

type, followed by the Analyzers who try to understand the Prospector’s view and 

then improve upon their offering to induce switching. These two business types 

are thus forced to take on a creative approach to their marketing strategy 

implementations. Both Defenders possess standardized rather than creative 

processes for strategy implementation. Especially Low Cost Defenders gain 

benefit from marketing efficiency than marketing creativity. Differentiated 

Defender on the other hand still need to differentiate themselves from Low Cost 

Defenders, meaning that they too have to formulate a creative marketing 

strategy. 
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2.2.2.3 Marketing organization culture 

 

Figure 8: Competing Values Framework (Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1983, p. 369) 

The marketing organization culture represents a firm’s deeply rooted set of 

values and beliefs which provides norms for behavior and decision making 

within the marketing organization. An often utilized model, “Competing Values 

Framework”, Figure 8 from Quinn & Rohrbaugh (1983) recognizes that managers 

have to make decisions that reflect two of the tensions that exist within an 

organization. These are internal versus external orientation as well as the need 

for either control or flexibility. Based on these tensions, a two dimensional 

representation of culture produces four dominant culture types, namely 

Adhocracy, Market, Clan and Hierarchy. The Adhocracy type is characterized by 

external orientation and flexibility, producing entrepreneurial and creative 

behaviors. The Market type is characterized by external orientation and control, 

producing highly competitive behaviors. The Clan type is characterized by 

internal orientation and flexibility, producing relationship-building behavior. 

The last type, Hierarchy, is characterized by internal orientation and control, 

producing behaviors based on predictability and smooth operations. To different 
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extents, all organizations exhibit attributes of each of the culture types. (Slater, 

et al., 2010) 

The strategy, structure systems and behavior of the most successful Prospector 

firms are driven and supported by a strong Adhocracy culture. Prospectors are 

able to rapidly develop new innovative products that match emerging market 

trends through the values that are inherent in the Adhocracy culture, namely 

commitment to innovation, propensity for risk, external orientation in both 

opportunity seeking and customer relations as well as a commitment to 

flexibility. For Analyzers, it is important to attract new customers, while 

retaining existing clientele. Therefore, the culture of the most successful 

Analyzers is a blend of Market and Hierarchy cultures. The Market culture 

provides outward-looking and competitive values that are necessary when 

Analyzers attempt to improve on the offering of the Prospectors. At the same 

time, the Hierarchy culture, with its emphasis on control, stability and execution 

facilitates the Analyzers need of maintaining their current clientele. Low Cost 

Defenders thrive when utilizing a Hierarchy culture, since this culture type prizes 

control and predictability over everything else. The aforementioned values 

encourages behaviors that lead to operational excellence and low cost. As 

flexibility is the anathema of predictability, an Adhocracy culture would severely 

hurt the performance of the Low Cost Defenders. Successful Differentiated 

Defenders utilize a Clan culture. This might seem odd as Clan culture is generally 

thought to be internally fixated. However, the family values of the Clan culture 

extends to customer as well. Thus, this culture type encourages both customer-

oriented and relationship-oriented behavior. Values inherent in the Clan culture 

such as autonomy and flexibility enable Differentiated Defender to push 

responsibility of customer service down the stream of authority to the firm’s 

frontline workers. (Slater, et al., 2010) 

2.2.2.4 Impact of human resource management on strategy implementation 

While characteristics including marketing organization’s structure, culture, 

influence, process as well as leadership have had a considerable research focus 

during the last three decades, due to their impact on strategy implementation, 

the impact of human resource management on strategy implementation has 
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lacked the same focus. Olson, et al. (2018) studied twelve HR-policies for the 

marketing organization and their relationship with certain business strategy 

types to achieve superior performance. These twelve policies are divided into two 

categories; Hiring Process and Compensation.  

Within the Hiring Process we see three HR-policies, namely the selection process 

(selection), training process (training) and appraisal of individual marketing 

employee performance (appraisal). The Compensation category is itself divided 

into three sub-categories, namely Pay Strategies, Market Positioning and Pay 

Policies. The Pay Strategy sub-category contains HR-policies such as salary, 

benefits and incentives. Marketing Positioning is concerned with how the 

marketing department compensation compares with competitors (compared to 

competitors). Pay Policies is concerned with the level of risk sharing across the 

marketing department (shared risk), the level to which the organization try to 

keep compensation consistent across the marketing department (internal 

consistency), the degree to which compensation for marketing department 

members is based on merit-based pay (merit-based pay) versus job-based pay 

(job-based pay), and the degree to which the compensation is based on long or 

short-term performance outcomes (long-term). Merit-based pay is determined 

through the outcome of activities pursued by the marketing employee, while job-

based pay is determined by a set pay grade and specific activities. (Olson, et al., 

2018) 

Olson, et al. (2018) was able to demonstrate that all twelve of the HR-policies 

included in the study varied significantly between groups of firms that had 

adopted one of the four business strategy types (Prospectors, Analyzers, Low Cost 

Defenders and Differentiated Defenders). The policies’ degree of importance for 

each business strategy type was then compared between fit and misfit firms, i.e. 

firms where business strategy type and marketing strategy type were aligned or 

not to achieve superior firm performance, as proposed in Slater & Olson (2001). 

Olson, et al. (2018), building on previous research (Slater & Olson, 2001), was able 

to also demonstrate that overall firm performance is significantly higher for fit 

firms compared to misfit firms. Aforementioned finding holds for all four 

business strategy types.  
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Prospector firms who adopted an Aggressive Marketing strategy (i.e. fit) 

demonstrated a significant importance for selection, training, appraisal, salary, 

benefits, incentives, market pay, risk, merit-based pay and long-term 

compensation when compared with misfit firms. Additionally, these scores of 

importance were higher compared to scores obtained by fit firms of the other 

three business strategy types. The conclusion here is that marketing employees 

within fit Prospector firms take on relatively high risk as they are measured 

greatly on their merit. The innovative nature of their products lead to success 

uncertainty for a considerable length of time. Managers within these firms 

encourage internal competition, rewarding those who succeed well. Fit Analyzer 

firms demonstrate high importance for selection, training, appraisal, salary, 

benefits, incentives, market pay, risk, merit-based pay and long-term 

compensation. Like Prospectors, Analyzers score specifically high on selection, 

appraisal, incentives, risk and merit-based pay. Analyzers score significantly 

higher compared to Prospectors on internal compensation equity, although 

scored significantly lower on training and long-term compensation. Fit Low Cost 

Defender firms demonstrated the highest overall score for job-based pay and 

lowest overall score for merit-based pay out of all fit firms. The conclusion here 

is that these firms primarily evaluate employees on seniority and the degree to 

which they carry out specific tasks, rather than outcome-based financial 

performance measures. Fit Differentiated Defender firms scored the highest of 

any group on salary and internal compensation equity. The scored marginally 

lower, although still relatively high, compared to Low Cost Defenders on jog-

based pay and compared to Prospectors on selection, training and benefits. In 

sharp contrast, fit Differentiated Defenders scored the absolute lowest on 

incentives. These results show that these fit firms deemphasize quick sales and 

short-term incentives. They are instead focused on providing an existing 

customer base with high quality service and products where the aim is to develop 

and maintain existing relations over an extended time period. (Olson, et al., 2018) 
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2.2.3 Executors  

The executors of a strategy are the top management, lower management and 

non-management. It can be seen that a higher level of organizational 

involvement during strategy implementation has positive effects on 

implementation success, firm profits, and overall firm success. (Li, et al., 2008) 

When it comes to top management, it has been seen that interaction and 

participation among top management team leads to greater commitment to the 

firms goal and strategies, even though this has only been weakly confirmed in 

studies. How middle management affects the strategy implementation can be 

viewed from three main perspectives. (1) The matching of the strategy and the 

middle managers’ leadership styles. Here, personality is considered the most 

important factor, for example, the willingness to take risks and the tolerance for 

ambiguity. (2) The effect on the behavior derived from the context. For example, 

greater R&D experience and internal locus of control of the business unit’s 

general manager, has a positive impact on differentiation strategy, but a negative 

impact if the company follows a low-cost strategy. (3) The study on impact of 

relationships between top management and the middle management shows that 

the individual manager’s dedication to implement a strategy depends on the 

believed likelihood for the organization to succeed. (Li, et al., 2008) 

Regarding lower management and non-management, the main points of interest 

are considered to be employee capabilities, training and leadership & direction. 

It is also important for the lower-level management and non-management to 

have a shared knowledge of the reason behind the strategy, which will otherwise 

create barriers that hinder the implementation. (Li, et al., 2008) 

For a senior leader to affect organizational performance, it is required that 

managers and employees at lower levels also support the new strategy. It is 

crucial for implementation of a strategic initiative that lower level leaders 

support the change. The lower level leaders are involved in formulating the 

strategy, the better the change. When middle-level managers are not supporting 

the strategy, they have the power to sabotage it. Consensus within top leadership 
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is important. Upper level managers’ actions influence how lower level spread 

information about a new strategy. (O'Reilly, et al., 2010) 

Managers must lead, support, follow-up, and live the results of the marketing 

strategy implementation process. Top managers must clearly illustrate the 

anticipated outcomes and where the organization will end up. The requirements 

for the implementation, and expected outcomes must be realistic, and not what 

people “wish” would occur. Intra-organizational communication must be 

enhanced in order to gain employee commitment and involvement, which could 

lead to the marketing strategies being driven by the employees themselves on 

various levels. Managers themselves also need to show dedication and 

commitment in order for the employees to do the same. (Ramaseshan, et al., 

2013) 

2.2.4 Communication 

Organizations where employees have easy communication access to 

management outperform those with the opposite. Frequent communication up 

and down the organization enhances strategic consensus by creating shared 

attitudes and values. (Li, et al., 2008) 

2.2.5 Implementation tactics 

Numerous different implementation tactics exist, but one comprehensive study 

has identified four different types of implementation tactics, namely 

intervention, participation, persuasion, and edict. The study also identified 

which of those were the most successful ones, leading to result that the 

intervention tactic was successful in 100% of the cases, persuasion and 

participation tactics had 75% success, while the edict tactic had 43% success rate. 

The intervention tactic implies that the strategy is adjustment in the 

implementation stage through the introduction of new norms and practices. 

Participation regards the formulation of strategic goals and the appointment of 

a group responsible for developing implementation options aiming at fulfilling 

these goals. Persuasion means that the involved parties are used to convince the 
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employees of the benefits of the decided strategy. Finally, the edict tactic in short 

is the issuing of directives. (Li, et al., 2008)  

2.2.6 Consensus 

A higher level of consensus is proved to result in higher levels of commitment to 

strategic decisions, and in turn successful implementations. Alignment between 

top-level management and the lower levels has been defined as an 

implementation gap, displaying the lack of consensus, when it comes to the 

strategy, between top, middle- and operating-level managers. Organizations 

with strategic consensus and commitment benefits from both greater functional 

and organizational performance. (Li, et al., 2008) 

2.2.7 Commitment  

It is commonly believed that understanding of the strategic initiatives by the 

employees while lacking commitment may result in a negative effect on the 

performance. In general, commitment can be divided into three dimensions, 

namely organizational commitment, strategy commitment and role 

commitment. It has been seen that the success for the individual manager’s 

performance in implementing a strategy is positively affected by the manager’s 

strategy commitment and role commitment, but not correlated with the 

organizational commitment. (Li, et al., 2008) 

An innovative culture has a positive effect on organizational commitment. An 

innovative culture is the presence of an organizational atmosphere promoting 

innovative behavior, creativity, and willingness to take chances. (Ramaseshan, et 

al., 2013) 

Strategies are usually formulated by top-level managers, to which the marketing 

managers often do not belong (Ramaseshan, et al., 2013). Inappropriate strategies 

with excellent implementation might even be better than excellent strategies 

with bad implementation. (Ramaseshan, et al., 2013) 

Management involvement may demonstrate the willingness from top 

management to discuss key issues of the strategy and can facilitate internal 
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communication and co-ordination. Top management support makes the 

employees more willing to assume risks involved in the innovation process. 

(Ramaseshan, et al., 2013) Involving employees and department managers in the 

strategy formulation process results in successful implementation of strategies 

and thereby a better organizational performance. Involvement is especially 

important when the marketing functions are at a lower level, far away from the 

strategy formulation process. (Ramaseshan, et al., 2013) 

Managers’ commitment positively affects the implementation efforts since it 

gives credibility to key decision-makers in the organization and also signals its 

importance for the organization. Successful implementation of corporate 

environmental strategies require visible commitment from senior managers. 

(Ramaseshan, et al., 2013) 

Middle managers can both support the strategy development and hinder the 

execution of a strategy. Three potential reasons for middle managers not to 

support the implementation of a strategy; (1) they do not believe their personal 

effort will lead to a satisfactory personal performance, (2) they do not believe 

that a successful personal performance will lead to the desired organizational 

outcome, and (3) the desired personal outcome does not satisfy their personal 

needs. (Kiehne, et al., 2017) 

2.2.8 Organizational structure 

When it comes to the organizational structure, the organizational structure 

might have to be adjusted due to a changing competitive environment, but also 

to the existing business strategy. It has also been shown that cost strategies 

benefit from low autonomy within the business unit, while differentiation 

strategies benefit from strong functional coordination, with decentralized 

functions.  (Li, et al., 2008) Perceived job autonomy is positively correlated with 

the level of perceived organizational commitment. (Ramaseshan, et al., 2013) 
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2.2.9 Administrative systems 

Three key administrative mechanisms are in general used by organizations in 

relation to implementing strategies, namely the design of the organizational 

structure (the level of decentralization), the design of the control systems 

(budget related control), and the selection of managers (locus of control). High 

managerial internal locus of control and low emphasis on meeting a budget are 

associated with high performance in business units working with differentiation 

as their main strategy. This however, does not hold for the relationship between 

business unit strategy, decentralization and effectiveness. (Li, et al., 2008) 

2.2.10 Phases of implementation 

 

Figure 9: Phases of implementation (Li, et al., 2008, p. 38) 

Apart from the nine factors there are, as mentioned above, also studies looking 

at multiple factors within a single framework or model, seen in Figure 9. Those 

can be summarized into two main categories, the ones looking at the 

categorization of factors and those relating the discovered factors in a 

framework. The findings within this field can be summarized in four phases; (1) 

Pre-implementation, where it is important to gather different viewpoints, (2) 

organizing implementation and ensuring buy-in, (3) managing implementation 
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and foster collaboration, (4) sustaining performance and monitor the results. (Li, 

et al., 2008) 

2.3 Previous empirical research 

In addition to our theoretical framework, a previous thesis was written on a 

similar research theme at The Case Company, although with another chosen 

path and different research questions (Kassem & Jafar Hakim, 2016). Even so, the 

results are of interest and are therefore briefly mentioned here. As a background 

to the previous empirical research, necessary theory on multi-tier supply chains 

(MSCs) and a discussion on TCC’s position in this three tier supply chain is 

presented. 
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2.3.1 The Case Company’s position in the supply chain 

 

Figure 10: Multi-tier supply chain (Mena, et al., 2013, p. 61) 

In this first section, theory on multi-tier supply chains (MSCs) is presented. A 

single industrial manufacturer rarely owns the whole supply chain today, 

resulting in the need for an understanding of MSCs and buyer-supplier 

relationships in the presence of more than two actors. When entering a new 

market, it is essential to understand the structure of the present supply chain 

and where the decision power lies. As the German powertrain supply chain 
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imitates a three-tier supply chain, this topic is of great importance to the thesis 

and we therefore see the necessity of presenting a bit of background information 

here. In the case of the German powertrain market, the multi-tier supply chain 

consists of three tiers, an end customer (OEM), a buyer (MTB) and a supplier 

(TCC), illustrated in Figure 10. This is because the MTB more or less exclusively 

purchases the tools from TCC, which is then delivered to the OEM.   

A three-tier supply chain is the simplest form of a MSC, which allows for an 

analysis of the impact a third party has on the relationship of two other 

organizations. In this network’s context, we often have a supplier, a buyer and 

an end-customer. The buyer is themselves a supplier to the end-customer, but at 

the same time a buyer of the supplier as seen in Figure 10. (Mena, et al., 2013) 

The buyer usually takes on the position as middleman, providing the end-

customer with a product or service that is either partially or fully supplied to the 

buyer by the supplier. The buyer is therefore exposed to the whole MSC. 

However, should the end-customer and supplier enhance relations with each 

other, the middleman’s intermediary position is threatened and may in the end 

lose the position to the supplier. As such, the buyer will carefully maintain and 

manage its position in the network. (Li & Choi, 2009) 

Mena, et al. (2013) conducted an inductive and theory-building approach in order 

to investigate different relationships in three MSCs in the UK’s food sector. The 

result of the study was three distinct MSC structures, namely: 

1. Open triad 

2. Transitional triad 

3. Closed triad 

They can as previously mentioned be seen in Figure 10. 

In an open triad MSC network the information flow is linear, where the end-

customer and the supplier have no direct connection between each other. The 

buyer takes on the role of the mediator between the end-customer and the 

supplier. The second distinct MSC structure, transitional triad, is the ongoing 

process where the end-customer and supplier are building up relations, initiating 
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a move towards a closed triad. In the closed triad structure, the end-customer 

and the supplier have achieved an established formal relationship, thus forming 

a direct connection between each other. This in turn enables knowledge transfer 

and information sharing between the two actors, thus eliminating the buyer’s 

role as mediator. (Mena, et al., 2013) 

Mena, et al. (2013) argue that the underlying common themes found in their case 

studies are structural power, relationship stability and interdependence. Power 

could be seen as a direct function of the position within the MSC network. In all 

their conducted case studies, the end-customer was the major power due to 

being the conduit to the market. The buyer could only exercise positional power 

as long as the end-customer and the supplier lacked relations and information 

sharing between one another. Based on these findings, Mena et al. (2013) 

proposed three propositions, namely: 

1. As the structure of an MSC changes, the resource-based power balance 

among its members shifts, even regardless of the resources that each 

member possesses.  

2. An end-customer who wants to influence key product characteristics has 

to connect directly with the supplier.   

3. Through a transition from an open to a closed triad structure, the sense 

of interdependence among its members grows. 

Closed MSCs offer stronger perceptions of stability, but at the same time require 

additional management resources. On the other hand, an open MSC requires 

fewer management resources, but also has a weaker perception of stability. 
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2.3.2 Assessing critical success factors for a supplier in a relationship-driven B2B-

Market 

Below, previous empirical research with a similar research theme, although with 

a focus on supply chain management, is presented.  

It is necessary for firms to consider and understand the processes of both buying 

and selling products in order to improve initiation of relationship-building and 

accommodate both buyers and end-customers from the perspective of a supplier 

within a multi-tier supply chain. Relationships within a supply chain enable firms 

to access several beneficial abilities in order to overcome their challenges such 

as complexity of products, shrinking time to market, capital intensities and 

competition. The development of deep strategic partnerships with close key 

supply chain actors has become an emerging trend during the last decade within 

supply chain management. Here, firms are seen as complex nodes in 

interdependent supply chain networks where competitive advantages are met by 

close collaboration and co-development of products and services in the business 

environment. This case study, aimed at investigating problem areas and critical 

success factors for an industrial supplier within a relation-driven B2B three tier 

supply chain network, consists of The Case Company as supplier, a machine tool 

builder (MTB) as buyer and an automotive original equipment manufacturer 

(OEM) as end-customer. Primarily two different three tier supply chains are 

investigated, an open and a closed triad, where the closed triad provides The 

Case Company the best environment in which to succeed. This is because a 

closed triad enables a flow of information, and therefore possibility of 

relationship-building, between supplier (TCC), buyer (MTB) and end-customer 

(OEM), whereas an open triad limits the flow of information between the 

supplier and end-customer, increasing the positional power of the buyer.  

(Kassem & Jafar Hakim, 2016) 

Several problem areas for suppliers within three-tier supply chain networks in 

relationship-driven B2B-markets were identified. First, the findings suggest 

importance of trust-based relationships and information-sharing routines with 

the end-customer, which The Case Company does not currently possess. 
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Secondly, there is a power distribution asymmetry between the three actors in 

this specific three-tier supply chain, where the buyers (MTBs) acquire positional 

power in Germany. The third problem is caused by deficit information-sharing 

systems within the supply chain network, where The Case Company only 

possesses one channel of information with the involved parties, limiting the 

capture of vital information, thus leading to a lack of market knowledge. The 

fourth problem area identified is the deficit of customer and market knowledge, 

as The Case Company does not possess any information about the organizational 

structure and supply chain of the end-customer (OEM). TCC also lacks 

knowledge of end-customer demands and factory locations. The final problem 

area is the deficit and capability of TCC personnel and structure in place, used to 

enter the German powertrain market. (Kassem & Jafar Hakim, 2016) 

When assessing the critical success factors for a supplier in a relationship-driven 

B2B-market, four dominant themes common to all findings emerged. These four 

themes are structural power within the supply chain network, relationship 

stability with the end-customer, market knowledge and structural network 

position. The Case Company should focus on building relations with the OEMs, 

thus creating a disintermediation of the buyer’s position and paving way for a 

closed triad where information is continuously triangulated between the 

members.  Thereafter, there must be a focus to strengthen the relationship and 

knowledge-sharing routines both internally at The Case Company and externally 

with both external actors within the closed triad. Finally, the findings argue that 

the level of relationship between the three actors, is directly related to the level 

of information-sharing between them. (Kassem & Jafar Hakim, 2016) 
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2.4 Summary of theoretical framework 

As seen in the theoretical framework, there are several different areas and factors 

to be considered when entering a new market, or more specifically, when a 

company executes an industrial B2B market entry strategy. A summary of theory 

is presented below, structured after Ohmae’s (1982) 3C framework.  

 

Figure 11: Theory mapping 

2.4.1 Customer 

Four main parts of the presented theory are considered to be relevant in the 

customer section. These are namely, Ohmae’s (Ohmae, 1982) Customer section 

of the 3C framework, Porter’s (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) Customer and 

Substitute parts, and finally Kotler’s 4P Marketing Mix framework (Forsyth, et 

al., 2004).  

According to Ohmae, an organization working with a business strategy should, 

when it comes to the market-oriented part of the strategy, ask itself the question 

of “Are customer wants well defined and understood by the industry, and is the 

market segmented so that differences in these wants are treated differently”. 

(Ohmae, 1982) This implies that good knowledge of both the market and the 

specific customers is needed in order to develop and execute an effective market 
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strategy. Porter categorizes the customers’ role within an industry, viewed from 

the firm perspective, as the bargaining power from the customers. As stated 

previously, this relates to the price elasticity, purchasing volumes, cost of 

changing suppliers, possibilities of integration, and access to information. In 

addition to this, Porter mentions substitutes as an important component, which 

are seen as a occurring when there is a gap between the customers’ perception of 

price and performance of both their existing and potential suppliers, resulting in 

the customer choosing another option. These areas are viewed as the 

components influencing the attractiveness of a business. (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 

2001) The 4P Marketing Mix framework displays, as can be seen in theoretical 

framework, the variables that an organization can use in its work of satisfying its 

customers, namely product, price, place and promotion. (Forsyth, et al., 2004) 

Within the customer part of the 3C-framework, the product is left out, and can 

instead be found in the company-section of this thesis. Aforementioned can be 

found illustrated in Figure 11.  

These three theories form a frame for the customer-component of a market entry 

strategy on multiple levels. The 3C model points out the need for gathering 

information about the customers. This since the customers’ needs are what is 

driving the business, while they are still to be seen as a homogenous group. As 

stated above, Porter proposes a number of aspects influencing the power 

distribution between the firm and the customer. Ohmae’s 3C-model is tilted 

towards the practical needs of the customer, i.e. the traits of the product that will 

make it demanded by the customers. Completing this perspective with Porters 

focus on the power distribution could increase the model’s usability in a practical 

situation.  

The results of the strategic decisions made using the 3C- and Porter frameworks 

should be translated into actions through the use of the 4P Marketing Mix 

framework. The four components of the framework is to be controlled by the 

firm and be seen as the means to an end of translating the strategic decisions 

into a comprehensive product offer.  
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2.4.2 Company 

In this section, primarily five parts of the presented theory are considered to be 

relevant. These are Ohmae’s (1982) Company section of the 3C framework, 

Porter’s (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) five forces model, several elements of the 

Marketing mix, the theories of the SIAR-school and the main factors influencing 

strategy implementation in general (Li, et al., 2008).  

According to Ohmae (1982), strategies have to originate from a firm’s endeavor 

to differentiate itself through their organizational strengths. Those responsible 

for creating strategies have to be in a position where they both understand the 

customer’s needs and possess a role sufficiently high up in the firm hierarchy to 

dictate a direction of the company. Thereafter, the firm has to be able to quickly 

adapt to insights from customer and competitor analyses in a cost-effective way. 

From Porter’s five forces model (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) we deduct that a 

company can achieve competitive advantage through either cost leadership or 

differentiation. Is the firm able to reach economies of scale or does it possess a 

unique product or other circumstance that enhances the satisfaction of needs for 

the customer, thus justifying a higher price? Does the firm aim at claiming an 

entire market or parts of a market through a specific focus? Porter (Bengtsson & 

Skärvad, 2001) stresses the importance of clearly choosing and adapting to either 

differentiation or cost leadership, specific focus or general focus if the firm is to 

be successful when implementing a strategy.   

From the Marketing mix (Zhixian, 2018), we firstly deduct the importance of 

having the right product with the right level of quality considering the customer’s 

expectation. The product has to be considered positively different compared to 

the competitor’s offer by the customer, in such a way that the customer is willing 

to pay a premium price. The key to success is to focus on what the product is to 

the buyer, not on what it is to the producer or seller, thus requiring a careful 

analysis of customer needs. With regards to the price of the product, all affects 

an alterations of the product offering has on the company, with focus on 

possibility to increase price proportionally to added cost for upgrade of product, 

has to be considered. All costs added to the product should strengthen the 
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product’s position relative to the competitor’s offer. Thereafter, it is vital to 

understand how to reach the customer and which stakeholder to target.  

From the theories of the SIAR-school (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) we deduct a 

couple of findings. Firstly, product variations can be managed through existing 

resources and technology, while a possible necessary product reorientation 

demands new types of resources, knowledge and skills, therefore often leading 

to deep-going changes within the firm’s power system and inner political 

processes. While most variations and disturbances can be absorbed and 

counteracted within the organization, structural changes in the surrounding 

environment demand structural changes within the firm. The most difficult 

organizational issues originate from these structural changes in the surrounding 

world. In addition, the primary task of the management is to perceive these 

changes in the surrounding environment and to solve the problems, as well as 

exploit the opportunities, which these changes create. Therefore, strategic 

planning is rarely necessary as an organization can remain successful through 

observing changes in the surrounding environment as independent from each 

other. The procedures for strategic planning even reduce the ability to pay 

attention to and manage strategic problems.  

The biggest problems that large organizations face are changes in norms and 

values in the organization’s environment and changes within an organization 

demands the ability to act in its own political system. The most important 

obstacle against innovation in a management group is insensitivity for the 

environment surrounding the organization. SIAR then further proposes a 

strategy for market entry. The initial phase is to establish itself on a market 

through “a project of penetration”, for example a certain product, rather than 

launch a set of products at once on a new market. From this single “spear 

heading” product, relations with customers can be built and follow up products 

introduced. Thereafter, continued development of knowledge and products will 

enable conquering of the market segment. Important to note that resources and 

organization should be adapted to the specific market.    
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Based on the research of Li, et al. (2008) and several other authors we have been 

able to deduct the most important factors to consider when implementing a 

strategy. Firstly, it is crucial for implementation of strategic initiatives that 

middle and lower level leaders support the change. If lower level managers are 

involved in formulating the strategy, the better. If middle and lower level 

managers do not support the strategy, they often have the power to sabotage. 

Therefore, a consensus between top and lower level managers, as well as between 

different functional groups and subsidiaries within the organization, is 

absolutely necessary in any strategy implementation process (O'Reilly, et al., 

2010). Secondly, inappropriate strategies with excellent implementation might 

be better than excellent strategies with bad implementation (Ramaseshan, et al., 

2013). Thirdly, an innovative culture promoting innovative behavior, creativity 

and a willingness to take changes has a positive effect on organizational 

commitment. Furthermore, top management should show willingness to discuss 

key issues of the strategy and facilitate internal communication and co-

ordination as to enable risk-taking involved in the innovation process from the 

employees. Top managers must clearly lead, support, follow-up and live the 

results of the marketing strategy implementation process. The anticipated 

outcomes should be clearly illustrated, realistic and show where the organization 

will end up (Ramaseshan, et al., 2013).  

Relationships among different firm departments and strategy level is seen as a 

factor that significantly influences the outcome of the strategy implementation 

(Li, et al., 2008). When it comes to the organizational structure, the structure has 

to be adjusted to the existing business strategy (Li, et al., 2008). Lastly, the most 

successful strategy implementation tactic is the intervention tactic. The 

intervention tactic implies an adjustment to the strategy in the implementation 

process through the introduction of new norms and practices for the firm (Li, et 

al., 2008).        

From the work of Slater & Olson (2001), Slater, et al. (2010), Olson, et al. (2018) 

combined, we are able to deduct several findings regarding how an organization 

should align and implement strategies based on their respective business type. 

Firstly, fit organizations, where business type align with marketing strategy type, 
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generally outperform misfit organizations. Secondly, fit firms should focus on 

adapting a number of HR-policies to their organization based on their business 

type to achieve superior performance. Thirdly, marketing creativity and 

marketing strategy implementation effectiveness are positively associated with 

the business unit achieving its objectives. Their relative importance does 

however depend on the context. Prospectors and Analyzers are more prone than 

the Defenders to deploy a creative marketing strategy due to their more 

innovative nature which affects both individual and situational factors within the 

organization. Important factors include managers’ knowledge of macro-

environment, formal business education, and intrinsic motivation to a plan, 

willingness to take risks, low time pressure and organizational use of a 

moderately formal business process. Cross functional integration and quality of 

internal communication also benefits marketing strategy creativity and 

marketing strategy implementation. On the other hand, a focus on marketing 

assets and capabilities hurts creativity. Managers’ commitment to the marketing 

strategy could also mediate the relationship between perceived fit of the 

marketing strategy with the organization’s vision and market strategy 

implementation effectiveness.    

2.4.3 Competition 

When it comes to the competition-section, three main parts of the theoretical 

framework are considered to be relevant, namely the Ohmae’s 3C framework 

focusing on the competition and Porter’s sections Potential Competitors and 

Competitors. In addition to this, the market entry barriers from the previous 

empirical findings-section are also discussed.  

Ohmae’s 3C-framework suggests that the competitors should be considered in 

all key aspects, so as to make sure that the firm can take advantage of the 

opportunities offered by the competitor in combination with the aim of making 

sure that the competition cannot take advantage of the opportunities given by 

the firm. (Ohmae, 1982) This is, according to Ohmae, achieved by the firm from 

either gaining a higher market coverage or a higher winning ratio compared to 
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competition, enabled by the functional capabilities discussed in the previous 

section. (Ohmae, 1982) 

The existing competitors segment of Porters five force-model is described as the 

industry rivalry. This is affected by competitors’ production capacity and the 

growth, in combination with the degree of concentration and barriers to entry 

within the industry. Related to the barriers to entry are the potential 

competitors, since the threat from those is seen as heavily dependent on the 

barriers, namely economies of scale, patents, and capital intensity. (Bengtsson & 

Skärvad, 2001) 
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3 Methodology 

In this chapter, we present our chosen methodology. The chapter includes our 

research approach as well as the research process. A discussion on validity, 

reliability and research ethics has also been included in the end. 

3.1 Research Approach 

The purpose of this research paper is to find the most important factors to 

consider when implementing a B2B market entry strategy within the automotive 

industry, explain why previous initiatives have not been successful and thereafter 

propose future initiatives for The Case Company (TCC) on the German 

powertrain market. Due to the presence of an extensive number of potential 

paths that our research could have taken based on the specific research theme, 

an exploratory research approach has been used in accordance with Voss (2002). 

Furthermore, a literature review has been conducted to enable an enhanced 

understanding of our derived empirical findings.  

The research has followed an interpretivist paradigm as a case study, where we 

have explored a single phenomenon in its specific context and natural setting. 

We adopted an interpretivist paradigm since the study assumes that social reality 

is highly subjective. Furthermore, a case study is suitable for our thesis since case 

study research is used to investigate a contemporary phenomenon in its real-

world context, in our case an organization, where control of behavioral events is 

not required (Yin, 2009). Moreover, the case study has been formed as an 

exploratory case study which, according to Otley & Berry (1994), is an excellent 

choice as we have access to internal work flow and personnel at the case 

organization.         

A challenge of our chosen research approach has been to combine theory and 

empirical information to enhance one another. Therefore, all gathered 

information, both theory and empirical findings, were structured after our 3C 

framework. This was conducted in order to enable a direct comparison that we 

could later utilize in order to answer our first research question.   
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3.2 Research Process 

 

Figure 12: The research process 

The idea behind our research originated from The Case Company, which saw the 

need for a study on why it has not been successful on the German powertrain 

market. Worth mentioning here is that a previous study on this research theme 

has already been conducted. However, while the previous paper specifically 

studied multi-tier supply chains and networks, using The Case Company for their 

case study, our thesis started with an open mind set on how to solve The Case 

Company’s problem specific research theme, first thereafter choosing a path. 

Therefore, we chose to study market theory and strategy implementation, rather 

than supply chain management for our thesis’ theoretical framework.  

After having acquired a deeper knowledge on chosen relevant literature, we 

conducted a problematization of the research theme which resulted in the 

establishment of our research questions. These research questions were then 

continuously revised throughout the research. Once we had set a satisfying 

research theme, the collection of information was initiated. This collection was 

primarily divided into two segments; one literature review focusing on the fields 

of market theory and strategy implementation as well as the collection of 
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empirical data, which was gathered through semi-structured interviews. All data 

was continuously revised and analyzed to only include the most relevant parts, 

which in turn enhanced our reflective learning throughout the research process. 

In the end, after the completion of our data collection and data analysis, our 

research process ended with a discussion and conclusion. The whole research 

process can be seen above in Figure 12. 

3.2.1 Literature Review 

In order to identify which factors to consider when executing a market entry 

strategy and to justify a set of potential initiatives that could be taken for The 

Case Company, a literature review was conducted in order to extract information 

and gain knowledge on mainly the subjects of market theory and strategy 

implementation. In order to understand the environment of the case 

organization, a review of literature on the automotive industry was conducted as 

well. The literature review identified key market theories, relevant for industrial 

B2B marketing, as well as the impact of marketing organization and leadership 

on strategy implementation.  

The literature review was based on an extensive range of literature which was 

later narrowed down to the most suitable literature, based on number of 

citations the author had, and the renown of the journal it was published in. 

According to Collis & Hussey (2014), this procedure ensures a higher validity and 

reliability of the thesis.  

3.2.2 Case study 

Collis & Hussey (2014)  defined that a case study “is a methodology that is used to 

explore a single phenomenon in a natural setting using a variety of methods to 

obtain in-depth knowledge”. In this thesis, the single phenomenon is the case 

itself. The approach we have chosen is exploratory and the methodology fits the 

main purpose of the thesis. Furthermore, Yin (2009) states that a case study is a 

suitable choice of methodology as it investigates and analyses a phenomenon in 

a real-life context. The data collection and data analysis are also guided from the 

development of prior theoretical propositions (Yin, 2009). The data collected 
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mainly originates from literature, interviews and internal data collected at The 

Case Company. Due to the type of data collected, Yin (2009) further argues that 

a case study is the most suited methodology. The theoretical models found 

through the literature review were compared with the data collected from 

interviews and internal data to answer the research questions.  

The Case Company is a global technology company with a differentiated mix of 

business areas. The focus of this thesis has been on one of these business areas 

that primarily manufactures and sells industrial tools to the automotive industry. 

More information about The Case Company and its setting is given below in the 

Case Condition section of this thesis. As the empirical outcomes of this thesis are 

to be used by The Case Company, it made sense to directly study this topic from 

the case company’s point of view. Exploratory case studies do not seek statistical 

generalizations, therefore it was not crucial for this study to select a case that 

represents a larger population. Although, since the outcome of the case study 

does depend on insights gained during the market study, the final results are 

generalizable for a specific set of circumstances.  

Interviews were the prime source for collected data throughout the case study. 

As recommended by Blomkvist & Hallin (2015), the interviews were semi-

structured in order to collect qualitative data. Furthermore, as the research 

theme is not completely clear, semi-structured interviews can provide previously 

unexplored paths. All interviews were conducted either face-to-face or through 

telephone, based on the geographical location of the interviewee. The 

geographical location of the interviewee is also a financial constraint where 

telephone interviews are often more cost-effective than face-to-face interviews. 

However, as you do not get to know the interviewee during a telephone interview 

as well as during a face-to-face interview, the interviewee may become inhibited 

(Collis & Hussey, 2014). The aforementioned was the reason behind conducting 

all of our interviews in Sweden face-to-face. In addition, we travelled twice to 

Germany in order to perform face-to-face interviews at the regional sales office. 

To further extend our knowledge of TCC’s products and how they are used, one 

visit to TCC’s Swedish manufacturing plant and one visit to a German powertrain 

plant were conducted. During all interviews, both thesis authors were present 
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where one interviewer usually held the interview, while the other interviewer 

took notes and formed follow up questions. Initially, the interviews were 

recorded on a phone. However, due to the occurrence of sensitive information 

as well as the comfortability of the interviewee, a number of the conducted 

interviews were not recorded.  

 

Table 1: Table of interviews  
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The interviews were held at several companies, although the majority were 

conducted at The Case Company. The targeted main group of interviewees were 

active within marketing or sales organizations across the globe and can be seen 

in Table 1. Whenever possible, the interviews covered at least two people with 

similar positions, although within different geographical offices, as to increase 

the validity and reliability of the study. Therefore, all interviewees where, if 

possible, briefly researched upon previous to the interview as to understand their 

current and previous experience. The aforementioned strategy enabled 

discussions on a deeper level with a high number of follow-up questions to 

generate valid and reliable answers. A complete list of interview questions can 

be found in Appendix – Interview Questions. The interview questions were 

presented to the interviewee in a logical order where we moved from general to 

specific topics. Generally, all interviews were initiated with a presentation of 

ourselves and our project, followed up by the interviewee presenting their 

current position and previous experiences. The type of questions used were 

mainly open questions, followed by specific questions. At the end of the 

interview, summary questions were deployed to ensure that there were no 

misunderstandings. The interview process of the exploratory case study was then 

ended in accordance to the principles of convergence, i.e. no new information 

was gathered and the interviews had thus been saturated.  

3.2.2.1 Data Collection 

The data collected originated from several different sources, thus demanding 

different collection methods. The main body of data collected originated from 

the interviews held at The Case Company, but also at two external companies for 

comparison. This was conducted in order to understand the current situation 

regarding customer preferences, internal capabilities at the case company as well 

as the competitor landscape, based on the 3C framework of Ohmae (1982). While 

most of the qualitative data was gathered through the interviews at The Case 

Company, some qualitative data was gathered through searching academic 

archives as well. Search characteristics were formed, relevant literature identified 

and thereafter synthesized. Quantitative data was collected through the 

interviews as well as given upon request. The quantitative data was mainly 
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collected to understand the targeted market and the current market share for 

the different products sold.  

3.2.2.2 Data Analysis 

 

Figure 13: Result categories 

As advised by Collis & Hussey (2014), in order to ensure that only relevant data 

is kept, all data was continuously revised. Both qualitative and quantitative data 

was displayed in an organized way to ensure easy access and revision. During the 

initial organizing of qualitative data gathered through the interviews, irrelevant 

or abundant data was discarded, while interesting data was collected and 

combined into three categories; customer, company and competition. These 

categories are based on Ohmae’s (1982) 3C framework. We used this framework 

as it provided us with an efficient way of categorizing qualitative data collected 

from the interviews. Moreover, each of the initial three categories were given 

several sub-categories based on coded interview data.  After all interviews had 

been conducted, the collected qualitative data was concluded for every sub-

category as seen in Figure 13, divided upon external and internal interviews, 

where the internal interviews were divided based on the interviewee’s respective 

office belonging. Similar patterns, themes and phrases were continuously 
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identified to help focus the research and data collection further on. Lastly, a final 

conclusion was performed where the office’s combined answers were compared 

based on their sub-category conclusions, as to understand the different views 

within the organization based on geographical location.  

 

Figure 14: Data analysis process 

In order to compare our empirical findings with theory, a Summary of theoretical 

framework was structured after Ohmae’s (1982) 3C framework in the end of the 

Theoretical Framework chapter. This structure enabled us to make the 

comparison due to the specific categorization of information. The comparison 

can be found in the Findings chapter, section RQ1: Which factors should be 

considered when executing an industrial B2B market entry strategy?  

As with the qualitative data, the quantitative data was continuously triangulated 

through new sources until a clear picture of the German powertrain landscape 

and TCC’s current market share and product sales was acquired. This data was 

presented and updated in spreadsheets in order to increase transparency, as seen 

in Figure 14. However, a majority of the data is sensitive information and can thus 

not be shared with other scholars.  

3.2.2.3 External Companies 

The empirical part of the answer to the first research question consists of 

interviews with two external companies, as seen in Table 1, named the Cooling 

Company (CoCo) and the Robotics Company (RoCo). The CoCo produces 
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components used in the devices used for cooling internal combustion engines 

(ICE). It sells the products to automotive manufacturers all over the world and 

is based in Sweden.  

The RoCo develops industrial robots used in multiple industries in addition to 

the automotive industry. The products are used within a wide range of areas in 

the automotive industry, including assembly of ICEs and electric vehicle engines. 

3.2.2.4 Structure of findings  

 

Figure 15: Structure of findings 

Based on the research approach and method above, an intended visualization of 

how the findings are structured can be seen in Figure 15. The empirical findings 

together with the answer to RQ1, based on theory and findings from interviews 

with external companies, provide the foundation to the answer of RQ2.         

3.3 Quality of Research Design 

As it is highly important to maintain a high quality of research, the validity and 

reliability of the study has to be ensured. Validity is used to ensure that the right 

thing is being researched upon, while reliability is used to ensure that the 

research is conducted in a correct way (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015). Through the 

presence of good validity and reliability, replicability of the research is ensured, 

thus resulting in an appealing research (Collis & Hussey, 2014).  
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There exists several sources on how to ensure quality of research design. We have 

chosen to deploy the four dimensions of validity and reliability presented in 

Gibbert, et al. (2008). These dimensions are: internal validity, construct validity, 

external validity and reliability. Even though the dimensions of Gibbert, et al. 

(2008) are based on a positivist paradigm, they are mainly created for case-based 

research. In addition to aforementioned, non-positivist scholars can appreciate 

the level of rigor in the case-based research conducted according to this four 

dimensional model. 

3.3.1 Internal validity 

Internal validity tests the causal relationships between variables and results. 

Here, triangulation of gathered data and theories throughout the data collection 

process was continuously revised to ensure validity. However, since we chose to 

conduct an exploratory case study as research approach, the thesis is limited to 

mainly qualitative information, instead of quantitative. Therefore, the 

interpretation of our findings risk being subjective. This would not be the case if 

the study had been purely data based, as it would have been in a quantitative 

case study. As a result, there is a risk that even the triangulated data are affected, 

thus lowering the internal validity of the research. (Gibbert, et al., 2008)  

3.3.2 Construct validity 

Construct validity refers to the extent to which a study investigates what it claims 

to investigate, i.e. to which extent a procedure leads to an accurate observation 

of reality. Interviews could potentially be a problem, as they risk being becoming 

misleading. Therefore, it was important that the initial research path was 

maintained throughout the interviews to ensure that the interviews did not 

become misleading, thus deviating from the initial research path. (Gibbert, et al., 

2008) 
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3.3.3 External validity 

External validity refers to the generalizability of the study, i.e. how much the 

study can be applied to other markets and context that were not included in this 

case study. Since the conducted case study investigates a particular subject, in a 

particular environment, the generalizability is lowered. However, since a clear 

and structured method was followed, that other studies can adapt to similar 

companies or contexts, Gibbert, et al. (2008) argue that the conducted approach 

makes the study generalizable for a certain set of circumstances. (Gibbert, et al., 

2008) 

3.3.4 Reliability 

Reliability refers to the absence of random error, thus making it easier for other 

scholars to arrive at the same conclusion as this thesis. Therefore, it was 

important for us to achieve replicability and transparency. A high transparency 

was maintained throughout the study by working in journals and spreadsheets 

that where fused into one collective database. The database can later be used to 

facilitate retrieval of information for new investigators, increasing transparency 

(Yin, 2009). The conducted literature review mainly consists of literature from 

high-ranked international journals and the interviews were conducted with 

individuals harboring specific knowledge of the research topic, thus ensuring 

reliability (Gibbert, et al., 2008). As the thesis has been conducted under an 

interpretivist paradigm, the reliability of the findings can be considered high if 

they are verified from multiple sources. Aforementioned statement can however 

be challenged, as the interviewees could have been chosen, as to receive similar 

answers for the sake of convergence. In this study, this was not the case as the 

interviewees were chosen from different industries, geographical locations and 

hierarchical positions. However, the reliability of the findings could be further 

questioned, as the findings are based on the assumption that the interviewees 

tell the truth and show consistency in their answers towards different 

interviewers. Lastly, it is often difficult to separate the person from the context 

in the interviewee. As such, the interviewees have mainly been seen as 
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individuals, harboring personal opinions during, as well as after, the interviews. 

(Gibbert, et al., 2008) 

3.4 Ethics of method used 

This thesis has been written in collaboration with The Case Company, who have 

shared a lot of valuable, although sometimes sensitive, information with us. 

Therefore, it is of utmost importance that we as authors respect confidentiality 

and anonymity. All sensitive information that has been published has been 

altered. Although, to maintain the validity of the findings, the information has 

been kept relatively the same.  

The majority of the empirical findings were collected through interviews. Bell & 

Bryman (2007) argue that there is a constant risk of data being falsely reported 

as a result of misunderstandings. To combat this, all collected vague information 

was actively clarified and, when needed, answers from the interviews were 

repeated to minimize falsely reported data. Moreover, no personal opinions have 

been included and no individual has been exposed without their consent. 

Furthermore, all interviewees where informed about the purpose and theme of 

the research beforehand in order to avoid a situation where the interviewee felt 

forced to answer, or tricked into giving away information. Bell & Bryman (2007) 

further mentioned that the researchers have to declare the personal or 

professional affiliation that may influence the study. Affiliation, as a principle of 

ethic, includes conflicts of interest and sponsorship that may influence the 

research, since this study has been conducted in collaboration with The Case 

Company.  

Support for ethical decisions has been given by both The Case Company and the 

academic supervisor at KTH. In addition, the general guidelines for research 

ethics by KTH has always been the basis for our ethical decisions. This includes 

a discussion on sustainability as well as no tolerance for plagiarism and research 

misconduct.  
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4 The Case Condition 

In this chapter, the case condition is presented. Firstly, The Case Company (TCC) 

is introduced, followed by a presentation of the automotive environment closest to 

TCC, on which the case study is based on. This presentation of the automotive 

environment consist a background on the automotive industry as well as TCC’s 

position in a multi-tier supply chain.  

4.1 Introduction to The Case Company 

The Case Company is a global industrial firm with headquarters in Sweden. The 

case study is conducted within one of this firm’s four major business areas, 

however for the sake of the reader we will denote this business area as “The Case 

Company”, even though it only represents one area of the global firm. The Case 

Company is a provider of industrial tools used in tightening, joining and riveting. 

They also supply assembly systems, products for quality assurance, software, 

service and maintenance for the motor vehicle industry and a number of other 

manufacturing industries. The product development takes place in multiple 

locations globally. (The Case Company, 2015) 

TCC’s hardware product portfolio targeted towards powertrain is rather large, 

although mainly defined through four parameters. There are electric tools and 

there are pneumatic tools. Among the aforementioned, they are split up between 

hand held tightening tools that the manufacturing line operators can maneuver 

by themselves, and fixed tools such as tightening spindles, for example integrated 

with the machine tool builders’ (MTBs) robots and used in heavy automated 

production lines. Electric tools are more frequently used for personal vehicle 

powertrain production, whereas pneumatic tools who are able to deliver high 

torque are more often used in production of powertrain for heavy trucks. (The 

Case Company, 2015) 

When it comes to the electric tools, which today constitute the majority of TCC’s 

revenue, a computer is needed to run the tool. This computer is called a 

controller and there is one version for controlling the hand held tools, and one 
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for controlling the fixed tools. The controller can be used either as a stand-alone 

solution or be integrated in the manufacturing execution system (MES) within 

the plant. In the case of electric tools, the main customer adaption of the product 

is to integrate it into the customers’ MES’s. (The Case Company, 2015) 

TCC’s strategy is to be the leading supplier of the products within the targeted 

areas in the segments mentioned above. TCC is recognized as the technology 

leader within the targeted areas and has the goal of retaining this position in the 

future. To reach this goal TCC has the aim, apart from developing innovative 

products, to expand the product range, increase the presence within the industry 

and expansion to specific geographical markets. This is done by expanding the 

core by increasing the number of brands and through company acquisitions. 

(The Case Company, 2015) 

The automotive industry constitutes around 50 percent of TCC’s revenue, within 

which the assembly process is the most common application for the products, 

this since the customers within this area demand high-quality and precise tools 

in combination with quality assurance, which is in line with TCC’s product 

portfolio. TCC has identified four main market trends for the industrial tools 

market; (1) higher demand for quality, productivity, flexibility, ergonomics and 

reduction in environmental impact, (2) a demand for more advanced tools and 

systems, increasing the importance of service, knowledge and education, (3) 

pneumatic industrial tools are replaced by electrically powered tools, and (4) the 

demand for lower vehicle fuel consumption drives the demand for new ways of 

joining materials. (The Case Company, 2015) 

TCC’s company structure is divided into four main parts; the global production 

companies in which R&D and production is located, the global sales company 

housing the marketing organization, the regional sales companies responsible 

for sales directly to the customers, and finally the local product companies, called 

Application Centers, that perform modifications and customer-specific solutions 

locally. The regional sales offices and Applications Centers are spread out on a 

number of locations across the globe, while the global headquarters are located 

in Stockholm, Sweden. This means that the organization is set up in a rather 
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decentralized way, with people of many different nationalities collaborating 

during their daily activities. (The Case Company, 2015) 

In order to develop products that fulfill the customer needs, there is a need for 

intensive information sharing between the different sub-organizations. 

Customer needs are brought up from the regional sales offices to the 

headquarters, the global company. The headquarters then checks if the customer 

needs are satisfactory and then relay the information to R&D. An answer is then 

sent back to the regional sales office where final adjustments are made at the 

Application Center. (The Case Company, 2015) 

4.2 The Case Company environment  

4.2.1 Automotive industry 

According to Encyclopedia Britannica, the automotive industry is defined to 

include all companies and activities involved in manufacturing motor vehicles. 

This includes most components, including engines and bodies. To the 

automotive industry, passenger vehicles and light trucks are the most important 

products, while commercial vehicles (heavy trucks etc.) represent a smaller share 

of the sales. (Bell Rae & Binder, 2018) For example in 2017, the total production 

of passenger cars amounted to 73 million vehicles globally, while the production 

of commercial vehicles summed up to 24 million vehicles. (International 

Organization of Motor Vehicle manufacturers, 2017) 

Today, the automotive industry is an important global business, which has a 

significant effect on the countries with a high proportion of automotive industry 

compared to other industries. In the countries with a high proportion of 

automotive industry, one of six businesses within the country become dependent 

on the automotive industry. There has been a trend within the automotive 

industry towards consolidation, with the underlying trend being mass 

production relying on economies of scale and a pressure from regulations aimed 

at decreasing the environmental issues caused by vehicles on the road. The 

optimum production being around 200,000 to 400,000 vehicles per plant. The 

general pattern within the consolidated companies is that a central organization 
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is responsible for the overall planning and for developing policies and standards 

for the entire organization. In parallel to the centralization there is also a 

movement towards decentralization when it comes to the regional 

manufacturing plants. (Bell Rae & Binder, 2018) 

 

Figure 16: German OEMs (Internal documentation at TCC) 

The German automotive industry is largely dominated by three global OEMs, 

Volkswagen (VW), BMW and Daimler as well as their respective personal vehicle 

subsidiaries seen in Figure 16. The automotive industry is the backbone of the 

German economy, with 20 percent of the total domestic revenue being generated 

here. It is one of the largest industries in Europe, where approximately an 

increase of 60 percent of R&D growth in Europe is created by the German 

automotive sector. Worldwide, one third of global automotive R&D spending is 

made by German OEMs. 5.5 million passenger vehicles were produced in 

Germany in 2017 making Germany Europe’s leading production site and one in 

five cars that roll out of the international production line is made by a German 

OEM. 78 percent of cars manufactured in Germany during 2017 were destined for 

export markets, visualizing their need for global markets and the extensive 

production of cars in Germany relative to the demand of the local population. 

(Germany Trade & Invest, 2018)  
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4.2.2 Automotive manufacturing process 

 

Figure 17: Automotive assembly (Internal documents at TCC) 

The automotive manufacturing process is divided into three different sections, 

which can be named the A-, B-, and C-plant, as seen in Figure 17. The A-plant is 

described as the body shop, where pieces of sheet metal together form the metal 

structure of the vehicle. The pieces are joined by welding. In the B-plant, the 

paint shop, the metal structure joined in the A-plant is coated to prevent from 

corrosion and later painted in the decided color of the vehicle. Finally, in the C-

plant, the interior and exterior components, chassis, and powertrain are 

assembled to the body. (Diffner, 2011) 

When it comes to the setup of the manufacturing facility, the layout described 

above is valid for all the major automotive manufacturers existing today. There 

is however differences when it comes to how the plants are physically divided, 

i.e. whether they are all under the same roof or spread out globally. (Diffner, 2011)  

Within powertrain specifically, it consists of mainly two parts, the engine and 

the transmission. These are manufactured separately, often in separate 

manufacturing plants or by separate companies. (Diffner, 2011)  
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5 Findings  

In this chapter we present our main findings in order to answer our research 

questions. The empirical findings have been extracted from interviews with 

employees at The Case Company as well as with external companies. The chapter 

ends with an identification of several challenge areas.    

5.1 RQ1: Which factors should be considered when executing an industrial 

B2B market entry strategy?         

As seen in the theoretical framework, there are several different areas and factors 

to be considered when entering a new market, or more specifically, when a 

company executes an industrial B2B market entry strategy. To answer the first 

research question, we have chosen to present our main empirical findings, 

structured after Ohmae’s (1982) 3C framework. The empirical findings are then 

compared with the summary of theory, seen in section 2.4.  

5.1.1 Customer  

5.1.1.1 Empirical findings 

The Robotics Company (RoCo) sells all kinds of robots to their customers, used 

in a wide range of areas. The market is quite stable and the RoCo usually have 

relations with the customers when a new product is introduced. The RC has 

relations in place at multiple levels with the customers, both at plant floor level 

and management level. The main stakeholders are considered to be the people 

with high technical knowledge and power, people from the sourcing department, 

and finally people at the management level.  

Relations  

According to the RoCo interviewee, when approaching a new customer, a 

challenge is to know who within the specific customer that is the main 

stakeholder. Within the automotive industry, however, this is made easier by the 

relative similarity between the automotive manufacturers’ organizations. In 

general, it is considered to be easier to target the technical people at the plant-
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level, since they spread knowledge and information within the company, and 

also share information to the outside. This makes them the people who you 

should target early-on in the sales process. At the other end of the spectrum, the 

sourcing people are considered to be the ones who are the hardest to build 

relationships with. This view is supported by the CoCo interviewee, who states 

that they usually go to the technical people, and technical managers in specific, 

first. In some cases the purchasing managers are also involved, and in these 

situation the CoCo interviewee agrees with the RoCo interviewee and states that 

the sourcing mangers with technical experience are the most difficult 

stakeholder to sell to.  

Specifications/requirements 

The general characteristic of the automotive industry is that it is working with 

processes going on for long time horizons. This is mainly due to the expectation 

from the industry on the supplier having the correct certifications, which in turn 

can take up to multiple years to receive. The thoroughness of the process does 

however depend on the specific segment of the production that is targeted. It is 

also noted that the specification in general are tougher in Germany compared to 

other European countries, for example France where the specifications are 

lighter. The CoCo interviewee agrees to this and states that the German 

requirements in some areas, for example quality, is higher compared to most 

other countries. This is believed to be caused by the German customers’ focus in 

general on high quality and standards. The result for the supplier is that the 

importance of differentiating from the competition in a technological way 

becomes more important compared with customers from other countries.  

Customer knowledge/information 

When it comes to the RoCo customer data, stakeholders within and relations 

with the customer are monitored in a sales tools, which also keeps track of the 

interaction points and the number of interactions with the specific customer. 

This CRM (Customer Relationship Management) system is considered a crucial 

part of the sales method, but it is also recognized that the quality if the 

information stored in the system is dependent on the individual sales person in 
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contact with the customer, collecting and entering the data. In general, it can be 

said that the CRM system keeps track of all actions, while there is still room for 

adjustments to the individual customers and the local RoCo organization. The 

CoCo does not work with a systems as structured as the RoCo, instead the 

customer data is collected and forwarded to the headquarters through a GKAM 

(Global Key Account Manager) structure.  

Culture/people 

Regarding the customer culture, the RoCo interviewee states that Germans in 

general prefer to talk to people speaking their own language to a greater extent 

than other nationalities. This also considers the nationality of the suppliers the 

German automotive customers choose, where it is clearly stated that German 

customers prefer companies with local presence, especially when it comes to 

people working with service of the product sold to the automotive customers. An 

interesting aspect that is brought up by the RoCo interviewee is also that since 

the RoCo has a Swedish heritage, the relations with the Swedish automotive 

industry is considerably better than those with the German customers. 

5.1.1.2 Comparison of empirical findings and theory 

It is evident that the empirical findings and presented theory differ to some 

extent. When it comes to the theory, the main points are good knowledge of the 

customer and market demands, price elasticity, purchasing volumes, cost of 

changing suppliers, possibilities of integration, and access to information. 

Finally, the way that the firm can react to these points in the interaction with the 

customer is by changing the price, promotion, or place. Regarding the empirical 

findings, the core areas are customer relations, specifications/requirements, 

customer knowledge/information and culture/people.  

Juxtaposing theory with the empirical findings, it is clear that there are both 

similarities and differences. With the empirical results as the starting point, 

specifications/requirements and customer knowledge/information are well 

represented in theory. They can be seen as corresponding to for example 

knowledge of customer and possibilities of integration. In contrast, the focus on 

customer relations and culture/people is not represented as clearly in theory.  
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5.1.2 Company   

5.1.2.1 Empirical findings 

The products that RoCo sells are sold through a value step approach, where the 

lowest value is provided by a static tool, and the highest is a turn-key solution. 

The interaction with the customer is handled through a multi-relation 

interaction with the customer companies.  

Interaction with the customer 

There is a structure for how the RoCo approaches the customer, which focuses 

on having a good relationship with the customer while providing a good 

experience throughout the purchasing process. When approaching a new 

customer, the strategy is to first have a relation with the customer in place. CoCo 

has a similar way of working with the customer interaction, and starts with the 

relationship building on a personal level. It is however working more with 

involving high level managers at an earlier stage, putting more of the 

responsibility on the headquarters instead of on the local sales organization, 

since the headquarter managers have higher credibility when it comes to 

fulfilling the promises made. With this way of working, the headquarters’ 

managers are often initiating the contacts with the new customers, which are 

then handed over to the local sales organization. One drawback with this way of 

working is that the headquarter managers need to travel extensively.  

Second, the RoCo states that the supplier needs to have a good product. A good 

product is either a product fulfilling the existing customer specifications or one 

that is innovative in such a way that makes is so unique that it is possible to sell 

it without fulfilling all customer requirements. If you have such an innovative 

product, you will be the one driving the specification with the customer, which 

RoCo considers the best way to enter the customer. In lack of such an innovative 

product, the way forward is to adapt the product to the customers’ specifications, 

even to the level of the color of the cables. This view is supported by the CoCo, 

which recognizes the difficulty of entering a customer with a product that is of a 

similar performance to the already existing products. To be the first supplier with 

a specific product on the market is important.  
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The CoCo relies on a global incentive structure for the GKAMs when it comes to 

the sales process. The incentive structure is set up in a way that promotes GKAMs 

focusing on multiple markets and customers instead of only a few specific. 

Despite the dependence on specification, especially among the customers in 

Germany, the CoCo stresses the importance of salespeople in the work towards 

showing the value with the product and convincing the customer to switch 

supplier. The CoCo also distinguishes between sales people handling new and 

existing customers. The role of the local support is also something that the CoCo 

stresses, and mentions the importance of the type of facility that is built close to 

the customer, i.e. if it is a sales office, an application center, or a logistics center.  

Sales strategy 

When it comes to strategy, the RoCo interviewee mentions that it is good to have 

a great strategy, but stresses that the most important thing is to have a strategy 

at all. Within the automotive industry, there is an even higher importance of 

having a long-term strategy which is due to the level of technology within the 

offered products. Without a long-term perspective on the business, it is 

impossible to develop products with the required level of technology. This is 

supported by the CoCo, which stresses the importance of having a thoroughly 

made business plan. If the new customers are similar to the old customers, this 

can be supported with a structured way of creating reference cases to display to 

the potential customers.  

The long-term focus needed can be facilitated by sticking to a lower number of 

big customers, according to the CoCo. This increases the possibility of having a 

close relationship with the customer, and to co-develop the solutions.  

The RoCo notes that it at the same time is important to recognize that all markets 

and customers are unique, meaning that customizations and adaptions are 

critical. The way to create such a long-term strategy is considered to be to avoid 

focusing on short-term financial goals and going for the projects with the highest 

profit level. Instead, there is a need for relieving the financial pressure. According 

to the RoCo interviewee, this is especially important when working towards the 

automotive industry since the time span between the R&D (Research and 
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Development) and relation-building costs and the profit is counted in years. 

Short-term financial goals are considered to limit the willingness to take on the 

kind of projects that require investments over a period of time. (It should 

however be noted that large customer-specific adaptions always need to be 

evaluated from a financial perspective.) The CoCo supports this view and points 

out that it can be vital for a project to invest heavily in the beginning of a project 

in order to secure the order. This requires a significant amount of risk-taking and 

that there are mandates to make decisions at the right level within the 

organization. In relation to this, it is also mentioned that as a supplier it is 

important to constantly keep track of where the customers are heading in terms 

of their applications and needs, rather than what they are doing today. This in 

order to be able to provide products that are relevant for the customer in the 

future.  

The RoCo interviewee also mentions an example of a product that was 

developed, where the certification period was over five years long and demanded 

big investments before it was finally approved. Today, the certification has 

opened up for a high number of orders that would otherwise not have been 

possible to take. The way for the RoCo to allow for such investments with a big 

gap between the costs and the return is by taking centralized decisions and give 

centralized support to the local organizations. Aforementioned in combination 

with the focus on developing the relationships with the customers enabled 

through the use of a structured customer interaction process leads to a less 

individual-dependent organization fit for taking on long-term strategies.  

The CoCo mentions that it is important to keep both technological and general 

knowledge close to the headquarters to a great extent. This reduces the risk of 

losing to much knowledge and power when an employee leaves the company. It 

is also important to have regular follow-ups with the headquarters, which can be 

in the form of a weekly meeting for each project, where the project map is 

reviewed.  
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Products, research, and development  

When it comes to R&D within the RoCo, the innovation process can be quite 

long, up to five to seven years. The innovations are not coming from the 

customers, since you need to be one step ahead in order not to come up with old 

products. Research centers are used to find new solutions for the customers and 

they are tested on the market before launch in the form of prototypes.  

Another thing that is mentioned by the RoCo interviewee is the importance of 

the relationships within the organization. Since it, within the automotive 

industry, often comes down to the certification processes described above, the 

united effort needed from the organization is significant. This means that a large 

part of the organization needs to be involved in the same project. For example, 

the local sales organization handles the contact with the customer while the 

central technical parts of the RoCo organization is responsible for the technical 

discussions with the customer.  

Due to the complexity of the automotive business, the technical part of RoCo 

working with the customers is centralized to a greater extent than in other areas.  

5.1.2.2 Comparison of empirical findings and theory 

The empirical findings, deducted from the external interviews, and theory 

display many similarities when compared. They rarely contradict each other, 

however they often do not touch upon the same subjects either. The empirical 

findings primarily stress the importance of having innovative products and long-

term strategies, while the presented theory primarily focus on organizational 

alignment, role of leadership and matching business types to certain marketing 

strategy types and HR-policies.  

Both theory and empirical findings stress the importance of choosing either a 

cost leadership or differentiation strategy, where the empirical findings argue 

that a differentiation strategy is generally better suited when entering an already 

existing market. The empirical findings further argue that a few global customers 

in some cases are preferred over multiple smaller local customers.  
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Both theory and empirical findings further mention the importance of having a 

strategy at all. In addition, a good implementation of a decent strategy is better 

than having a bad implementation of a great strategy. The empirical findings also 

stress the importance of having a long-term strategy due to the high level of 

technology that has to be adapted to the customer within manufacturing 

industries. These long-term strategies often include a decent amount of risk-

taking, since the firm often has to invest heavily in a contract early on to win it. 

Therefore, there has to be a mandate from top management. When there is a big 

time gap between investment and return, headquarters has to support the local 

organizations, which is supported by the presented theory. In addition, the 

theory argues that middle and lower level management are crucial when 

implementing strategies, they need to be on board with the strategy before 

execution.  

Both the empirical and presented theory state the importance of sufficient 

relations within the organization, since big parts of the organization are often 

needed within one single project. Therefore, internal communication systems 

within the organization are vital.    

5.1.3 Competition 

5.1.3.1 Empirical findings 

When it comes to competition for the RoCo, the competitors do not have the 

same local presence as the RoCo. Instead, the competition focuses on price and 

centralizes for efficiency. The two main competitors sell their solutions to a lower 

price than the RoCo, but on the other hand lack the local presence in terms of 

technical competence for adaptions and service people.  

For the CoCo, the competitors are quite similar to the CoCo, with products in 

the same price-range. The reason for the customers to choose the CoCo over the 

competitors is more related to the specialized products offered.  
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5.1.3.2 Comparison of empirical findings and theory 

The presented theory can be summarized as pointing at the importance of 

gaining a high market coverage and a high winning-ratio relative the competitors 

through the functional capabilities. In addition, production capacity, growth of 

the industry, industry concentration and barriers to enter are to be considered. 

The barriers to enter can be summarized as economies of scale, patents, and 

capital intensity, in addition to the relational network level. (Bengtsson & 

Skärvad, 2001)  

Within the empirical findings it is clear that both external companies have 

adopted differentiation strategies, based on their description of their 

competitors as price-focused while the interviewed companies are rather aiming 

at providing a product that is customized to fit the customer’s need. Worth 

noting here is that the way that the interviewed companies are customizing their 

products differ. The RoCo focuses on providing local presence with service, 

which increases the perceived functionality of the product. The CoCo, on the 

other hand, focuses to a relatively speaking greater extent on the product itself 

instead of the services around the product to differentiate it from the 

competition.  

Within this section, the theoretical investigation gave a more exhaustive answer 

to the question than the empirical ones. The theory suggest a number of 

strategies and areas to reflect on within the competition area of a market entry 

strategy, while the interviewed companies were noticeably more focused on their 

relationship with the customer.   
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5.2 RQ2: Why have The Case Company’s previous and current initiatives not 

succeeded?.................... 

Structured according to the 3C framework (Ohmae, 1982), our empirical findings 

from the interviews are presented below. Thereafter, an identification of the 

most influencing factors behind the failure of current and previous initiatives on 

the German powertrain market is performed through the integration of our 

empirical findings and theory. The results from RQ2 are then compared to the 

results from RQ1, in order to identify the main challenges for The Case Company.  

5.2.1 Customer  

Information about the customers, from the perspective of The Case Company 

(TCC), is presented in the customer result categories, seen in Figure 13. There are 

primarily three sub-categories, created to capture the nature of the customers. 

The first one is customer types, including automotive manufacturers here 

denoted as original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), machine-tool builders 

(MTBs) and suppliers to the OEMs that primarily supply one specific product, 

such as an engine or transmission (Tier 1). The second sub-category is current 

customer relations and customer stakeholders. This sub-category includes the 

current relations with the customers as well as the most powerful decision 

makers, both internally and externally at the different customer types. The third 

sub-category is customer knowledge. This last sub-category includes general 

knowledge about the customer as well as their applications, collection and usage 

of customer data, factors behind tool supplier choice and customer culture.   

5.2.1.1 Customer types 

When it comes to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) globally, we mainly 

find manufacturers of personal vehicles and heavy trucks & buses (HT&B). For 

the sake of convenience, if the denotation HT&B has not been used in the 

context, for example HT&B powertrain, personal vehicle powertrain is implied 

when solely mentioning powertrain. The German OEMs are, as previously 

mentioned in the Case Condition chapter, Volkswagen (VW), BMW and 
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Daimler, including all their respective subsidiaries further described in the  4.2.1 

Automotive industry – section.  

For all German OEMs, a relatively high percentage of their powertrain plants are 

situated in Central Europe (Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland and 

Austria) compared to their final assembly (FA) plants which are more spread out 

globally. The Case Company’s market share within powertrain for Swedish and 

American OEMs such as Volvo, Scania, Ford and GM is relatively high. Therefore, 

we also studied the current and previous initiatives in those markets. In addition 

to the  aforementioned, when it comes to HT&B powertrain, The Case Company’s 

market share within German OEMs is relatively high as well which displays the 

difference between customer needs in powertrain and HT&B powertrain. The 

need for a market entry in German powertrain also demonstrates that relations 

within HT&B powertrain do not transfer to powertrain.  

The machine-tool builder (MTB) landscape in Germany is dominated by a few 

global German players such as KUKA Robotics, ThyssenKrupp and Dürr. A large 

number of smaller local MTBs exist as well throughout Central Europe, although 

they rarely supply more than one or two powertrain plants. The MTBs generally 

supply the OEMs’ FA and powertrain plants with complete manufacturing lines. 

The main difference, for The Case Company, between FA plants and powertrain 

plants is that there are fewer hand held tools present and more tools that are 

fixed to the MTBs robots in powertrain plants. Even though hand held tools, 

where The Case Company has a very competitive offer, are to some extent used 

in powertrain lines, it is fixed tools such as tightening spindles and their 

controllers that are the most important products. 

Since the key MTBs in Germany are global German firms, they become an 

important entity to create close partnerships with. This is because The Case 

Company often comes across these MTBs when dealing with most global OEMs, 

not just German OEMs. A trend we have seen is that most interviewees believe 

that the MTBs are to take on an even greater part of the OEMs powertrain 

production lines in the future as well. The relations between the OEMs and MTBs 

are often better than between the OEMs and The Case Company as well due to 
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their necessary close partnership, as the MTBs manufacture the production lines 

that the OEMs then use. When it comes to the topic of commoditization, the 

OEMs are trying to put the MTBs in a commodity situation, like the MTBs are 

trying to put The Case Company’s product offering into commodity. 

The Tier 1 market in Central Europe is dominated by mainly two companies, ZF 

and Magna PT (previously Getrag). The Case Company has good relations with 

both of these companies, with relatively high market share. 

5.2.1.2 Current customer relations and customer stakeholders 

The relations with German OEMs are better in FA compared to powertrain, 

however they are currently not communicating well with one another and should 

be seen as two isolated islands, even though they are both parts of the same OEM 

organization. Additionally, there is currently a lack of contact with higher level 

managers within the powertrain plants such as planning managers, production 

managers or purchasing managers. However, the relations that The Case 

Company do have with the German powertrain plants are overall relatively good 

with both Daimler and BMW according to TCC’s German organization. 

Nevertheless, a barrier that both TCC’s German sales force and the TCC 

headquarters have noticed is that the powertrain plant employees often 

remember previous TCC initiatives that have not been successful, holding them 

against TCC today. For both MTB and Tier 1 customers, the relations are 

generally good, nurtured by special units within TCC’s German sales 

organization as well as support from responsible people at TCC’s headquarters 

who work close with the global German MTBs to satisfy their needs. 

Furthermore, top management within TCC’s headquarters claims that a risk with 

entering German powertrain is that the OEMs do not want the same supplier in 

both FA and powertrain, thus resulting in lost market share within FA.  

When interviewing TCC’s Swedish sales office, we understand that the relations 

with the large Scandinavian OEMs Volvo Trucks, Volvo Cars and Scania are very 

good, within FA as well as powertrain, including both HT&B and personal 

vehicles. The relations include continuous meetings, openly sharing the 

companies’ strategies and an overall strategic partnership. The reason behind 
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these good relations are motivated through a close geographical proximity, long 

partnership history and the complete global service and project management 

organization that The Case Company offers its customers within both FA and 

powertrain. They also see the need for relationship building with higher 

managers within German powertrain plants, which is supported by the majority 

of the interviewees at TCC’s headquarters. There is however a contradiction here 

as some employees at TCC’s headquarters and the German sales organization 

believe that the German sales organization is currently talking to the right people 

at the customer.  

Even though the majority of powertrain contracts go through the MTBs, it is the 

OEM that is the most powerful stakeholder in this three-tier supply chain. The 

OEM supplies the MTB with a list of approved tool suppliers that the MTB may, 

or may not, choose freely from to employ for this specific contract. In other 

words, the MTB cannot choose a supplier that is not on the approved supplier 

list and their freedom to choose between a number of approved suppliers is not 

guaranteed either, as the OEM can force the MTB to employ one specific tool 

supplier. Thus, even though the end customer is the OEM, it is the MTB that 

purchases TCC’s tools and integrate them into their manufacturing lines. This is 

important from a multi-tier supply chain perspective, as the MTBs tend to be 

more cost minded compared to the OEMs. TCC’s relations with the current 

global German MTBs are seen as more than sufficient due to TCC’s dedicated 

MTB team, while the MTBs only possess decision power when the OEM enables 

them. This indicates that the MTBs are not the main issue, instead the problem 

is related to the German OEMs, since they are in the end in control of the 

approved supplier list. This conclusion is based on results from all interviewed 

TCC offices.  

Within the German OEMs, the most powerful decision maker usually varies, 

although the commonly mentioned decision makers are maintenance, 

production, planning and purchasing at the powertrain plants. A visible trend is 

increased decision power for plant purchasing department and sourcing at OEM 

headquarters due to increased cost efficiency goals, at least partially related to 

the recent Dieselgate and global competition. The purchasing and sourcing 
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departments are said to be specifically powerful at VW, which in turn has 

increased the decision power within the sourcing department at Scania since the 

acquisition by VW. The aforementioned showcases that it has become harder to 

enter even remote powertrain plants without being an approved supplier. It 

should however be noted that German powertrain plants are still seen as more 

decentralized than the FA plants.  

Generally speaking, the way into German powertrain goes through Germany, 

trying to enter powertrain plants outside of Germany will become increasingly 

difficult in the future, even though it is still possible given that the powertrain 

plant is situated far enough from Germany. There is also a German culture where 

the German OEMs want to purchase from German speaking people, showing the 

necessity of a German speaking sales force.  

Although the sourcing departments are becoming increasingly powerful, it is the 

technical departments such as production, planning, maintenance and 

engineering that set the technical specifications that determine which suppliers 

that are on the approved supplier list. At both BMW and Daimler, these technical 

departments have appointed a specification responsible technical team for FA 

and powertrain respectively. These technical teams, often referred to as 

“Fachteams”, have a global responsibility for the specifications. Together with 

the increased decision power of the sourcing department at the OEM 

headquarters, these global Fachteams display a trend of increased centralization 

of supplier management within the German OEMs. The technical experts, 

usually scattered throughout Central Europe in their daily work, are gathered 

when the supplier contract period is coming to an end, usually after five to seven 

years, and thereafter setting the technical specification for the coming period. 

The contract is then agreed upon with a couple of suppliers that fulfill the 

specification. For practical reasons, this implies that if a supplier is not approved 

prior to the contract negotiation, they are out until the renegotiation of the 

contract half a decade later. An issue that has been brought up here is that the 

people on the plant-level who are responsible for following the specifications do 

not always understand the specifications, thus making it difficult for the 

suppliers to discuss the details of the specifications.  
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5.2.1.3 Customer knowledge 

There is a current shift towards more electric vehicle (EV) plants, which primarily 

affects existing internal combustion engine (ICE) plants that are converted to EV 

plants. However, even though it is VW’s plan to produce 25 percent of their 

lineup as EV by 2025, ICE will likely remain the dominant engine type within the 

next two decades at least, although the EV market is going to increase. In 

contrast to American OEMs, German OEMs integrate EV into their powertrain 

lines, instead of their FA lines where TCC already has a relatively high market 

share.  

While there will be an increased production of EV as well as development of EV 

assembly in the future, German ICE assembly will for most parts look the same 

as it does today apart from one mentioned major change, increased variability of 

products on the assembly line. The trend for German powertrain plants is 

therefore continued heavy automation, along with flexibility enabled by novel 

connected technologies. Apart from the OEMs, the MTBs show an increasing 

demand for modular products that the MTBs can integrate into their lines for 

easy disassemble and reassemble operations. 

A reason behind the difficulty for TCC to enter the German powertrain market 

that has been frequently mentioned are the German technical specifications. 

Compared to both American and Nordic OEMs, the German OEMs tend to create 

very strict technical specifications. From TCC’s perspective, the specifications are 

seen as unnecessarily strict and used to bar certain suppliers, rather than 

representing customer needs. The Nordic OEM specifications are not as fixed, 

allowing discussions on how customer value can be created in a different way.  

Except for fulfilling the customer specifications, there exists other factors behind 

tool supplier choice as well. The MTBs generally base their choice on lowest 

price, but also history and relations with the tool supplier as well as ability to 

provide service on the tools and project management organization that can aid 

the setup of the assembly line. For the large German MTBs however, the supplier 

service organization is not as important, as they tend to have their own capable 

in-house service organizations. The tools should therefore be reliable and easy 
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to repair. For the OEMs, price is also an important factor, however an even more 

important factor is that the tools are easy to use, as to not require experts at the 

powertrain plants to setup and use the tools. TCC’s unique selling point is that 

they are able to provide a total solutions package to their customers including a 

complete service and project management organization that operate well 

together with both MTBs and OEMs. The interviewee argues that single sourcing 

contracts will be the most attractive option for global OEMs in the future, as the 

relationship building and increased personalized service outweighs lowered 

prices gained through competition.    

When it comes to knowledge of customer applications and information sharing 

systems within TCC, the view differs if TCC is currently doing enough. There is 

an abundance of data collected from the customer, stored in different document 

sharing system. The information is then shared with members of relevant 

projects within TCC, but there is no standardized information sharing system 

within the organization as a whole. Therefore, it is not guaranteed that all 

relevant people have access or knowledge of data collected from the customer. 

The sales people generally tend to work on their own, choosing which 

information to share and how. In larger projects however, information such as 

customer needs as well as application data is often stored in a structured way, 

although dependent on a few number of individuals to further spread the 

information within TCC’s organization. To conclude, a lot of data is gathered 

from the customer and thereafter stored in different system, but there is no 

organization wide structured guide on how to execute the information sharing 

process, instead relying on relevant individuals to access the information 

through their own channels. There is no standardized communication outside of 

specific projects telling TCC employees how to collect, store and analyze 

information for future applications.      
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5.2.2 Company 

Information about the TCC’s internal capabilities are presented in the company 

category. There are primarily five sub-categories, created to capture the nature 

of the company. The first one is sales organization, including how TCC’s sales 

organization works, their incentives and current customer coverage. The second 

sub-category is current and previous strategies. This sub-category includes 

current and previous strategies that have been deployed in order to enter the 

German powertrain market, as well as what strategies that have succeeded on 

other markets. This sub-category is very important as it is should be connected 

to the rest of the empirical findings, as well as the presented theory, in order to 

answer the second research questions. The third sub-category is products and 

R&D. This sub-category includes TCC’s product and service offer to the 

customers, as well as development of aforementioned. The fourth and final sub-

category is about internal relations, culture as well as organizational strengths 

and weaknesses. This sub-category includes the support given within TCC’s 

organization, its internal culture as well as strengths and weaknesses.  

5.2.2.1 Sales organization 

In order to enter a new market with an already existing and elsewhere occupied 

sales force, the incentives for the sales people to focus on the new market has to 

be appropriate, according to interviewees from several geographical locations. As 

the sales force has targets to reach, why should they focus on a risky new market 

where it might take years before any results can be seen instead of focus on where 

they know that they can achieve their targets this year? Relationship building 

with higher level managers such as planning manager, production manager or 

purchasing managers within powertrain plants has also been mentioned as 

needed, primarily by higher level managers within TCC’s German sales 

organization. The sales force structure as well as incentive structure is 

standardized within TCC globally, therefore the sales force is generally not 

divided into teams focusing on either powertrain or FA, but both simultaneously. 

For the American GKAM organization however, there is both a GKAM for 

powertrain and FA respectively, for each American OEM. However, this is 
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exclusively the case for American OEMs. Interviewees from several geographical 

locations argue that sales targets and incentive structures may have to be 

changed to make German powertrain an attractive market to enter for TCC’s 

German sales force. There are however those inside TCC that argue that the 

current incentive structure and GKAM organization is well functioning. They 

point to the recent incentive change where it became less turnover based as well 

as the newly adopted cross border guidelines that reimburses all included parties 

as to not create internal rivalry between sales people. In addition, top 

management at The Case Company headquarters consider the GKAMs to be 

responsible for transferring information between customers and headquarters.   

Currently, there is no dedicated powertrain sales team in Germany, except for a 

few sales people who support potential powertrain activities. From several 

managers’ point of view, a high proportion of the current German sales force is 

also reluctant to sell TCC’s most novel products due to the extensive work 

needed to educate the customer and provide service. In addition, from the 

headquarters’ point of view, the German sales force is also reluctant to take 

advanced technical discussions with the powertrain customers and circumvent 

specifications through innovative sales strategies. Furthermore, TCC’s 

headquarters are also concerned that the decentralized and would-be 

autonomous German organization is not driving a powertrain vision and related 

strategies on their own. The German sales organization on the other hand argues 

that the specifications cannot be circumvented in any way and that there should 

be a greater follow up and dialogue from the headquarters concerning strategies 

and initiatives.     

5.2.2.2 Current and previous strategies 

The current and previous strategies to enter the German powertrain market have 

not been successful. This is mainly due to a lack of initiatives during the last 

decade as TCC has been a successful technology leader and has had first mover 

advantage within the FA market, focusing its efforts there instead. There is a 

general plan for powertrain over a three year period, as part of TCC’s divisional 

strategy, however there is no detailed plan on how to continue with concrete 

initiatives. In addition, there has been no responsible powertrain manager in 
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Germany during the last decade, and only since recently is there a globally 

responsible powertrain business manager within The Case Company. This 

business manager is however only requested to spend a fraction of the time on 

the powertrain business, since it is shared with other duties. Even so, 

interviewees claim that support for German powertrain has become much better 

after the global powertrain manager was appointed to the position. 

No clear entrance to the German powertrain market has been seen with the 

current product portfolio either. This is important as TCC’s products are 

relatively expensive, however at the same time offer high quality of both products 

and service, meaning that it takes dedication to sell the products even if they 

fulfill the specifications. The Case Company is currently developing products 

that better fit the German specifications and they should be fully deployable in a 

couple of years. When it comes to the German specifications, The Case Company 

has not been able to fulfill them during the last decade, all the while waiting for 

the new product lineup to become finished. It is evident that there are 

contradictions regarding the importance of fulfilling customer specifications 

entirely, and it can be divided into two standpoints. The first claims that the 

specifications are used to bar certain suppliers, or favor certain suppliers, by 

employees at the OEMs as it is impossible to fulfill the specification in its 

entirety. TCC’s sales force instead has to circumvent the specifications through 

innovative sales strategies, which has proved to be fruitful on other markets. This 

view mainly comes from the TCCs headquarters, and may have considered the 

German specifications as more discussable than they actually may be. Attempts 

to use contacts within HT&B powertrain as well as EV have also proved futile, as 

there is a big difference between the specifications as well as little 

communication between the different plants internally at the customer. 

The second standpoint admits that the specifications in their entirety cannot be 

fulfilled, but the utmost important parts of the specifications must be adhered 

to. Otherwise it is impossible to enter German powertrain. This school points out 

that TCC’s most novel products will be able to fulfill the most important aspects 

of the specifications, however the current product offer does not. An issue here 

that has been mentioned by a manager at TCC’s headquarters is that TCC’s 
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headquarters is unsure of what the specifications are, or what the customer is in 

greatest need of in detail. 

The German sales force tends to visit production plants where it already has 

contacts. These primarily work in planning or production, but are rarely 

managers. There have been no unified strategy to enter German powertrain 

within the sales organization in Germany, instead it has been up to the individual 

sales engineers to maneuver that landscape. Due to unfulfilled promises and 

specifications, the German sales force has actively avoided several powertrain 

plants when visiting potential customers. Purchasing and sourcing have not been 

a prioritized contact area at the customer either. Initiatives to change this 

behavior has not been taken by the German sales organization, nor by the 

headquarters. 

One concrete action that is currently taken is the recruitment of a powertrain 

manager in Central Europe, a position that was not filled until recently. 

Previously, The Case Company has been successful at recruiting GKAMs and 

managers from relevant industry partners such as global OEMs. The GKAM 

structure has also been split into two responsible GKAMs, one for FA and 

powertrain respectively, for American OEMs as it was best suited for that market. 

As previously mentioned, there are a couple of sales engineers that focus 

specifically on the German powertrain market. While waiting for the new 

product lineup and trying to circumvent the German specifications, some sales 

engineers also try to keep their old contact at German powertrain plants alive in 

order to be able to propose the new products once they are ready. In addition, 

top management within TCC’s headquarters says that TCC’s headquarters should 

set prioritization on segments to target, but it is the GKAMs and regional offices 

that should develop strategies.   

In other geographical regions than Central Europe, there are a couple of 

powertrain initiatives that have worked well, such as a close dialogue with the 

customers when the specifications for the new contracts are written. Professional 

relationship building that relies on technical expertise and weekly meetings with 

the customer has also proved successful. Managers within TCC and the customer 
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at similar levels sometimes meet as well. It is difficult to adhere fully to the 

customer’s specification, but showing that you do adapt to their specific needs, 

sometimes only a little, is often underestimated as a relationship building 

strategy. Trust and continuity are vital. One successful strategy has been to map 

the most important contracts and then map everything that has to be done in 

order to win the contracts. Who should be responsible and how to educate the 

customer? Product and technology days at the customer in addition to field tests 

and presentations on the full offer that TCC can offer has also proved successful 

elsewhere. The Case Company has previously been able to enter powertrain 

plants outside of an OEM’s home country even though the specifications have 

not been fulfilled through solving the customer’s problem in an innovative way. 

This is though considered increasingly difficult due to the aforementioned 

centralization of decision power within the OEMs. The view from the 

headquarter is however that it is possible, and beneficial, to get only one or two 

smaller products inside the door of a powertrain plant, as it can lead to larger 

contracts later on as well as retaining the relationship.  

5.2.2.3 Potential strategies 

From the interviews conducted at The Case Company, nine potential strategies 

were extracted and are presented below.  

The first potential strategy, proposed by TCC’s Nordic organization, is to increase 

the product focus on automated production and enhance collaborations with 

MTBs due to the nature of the German powertrain market. In addition, 

interviews from TCC’s German organization mention that a focus on adapting 

products to future production lines as well as sell special solutions products 

today would differentiate TCC’s product offer.   

The second potential strategy, suggested by TCC’s headquarters, proposes that 

TCC should focus on becoming a total solutions provider. Instead of focusing on 

specific products, a wide range of products and services should be seen as TCC’s 

offer to the customers. In addition, TCC’s German organization proposes that 

the current price strategies for single product types should be looked over as 

some products may be too expensive relative to their degree of differentiation.     
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The third proposed strategy, suggested by both TCC’s headquarters and German 

organization, is to set up a dedicated powertrain team in Germany with their 

own incentive structure and support from global powertrain manager at TCC’s 

headquarters. A global segment leader for powertrain should also be appointed 

and based in Germany, as the position is closer to the problem compared to being 

situated at TCC’s headquarters. The powertrain segment leader should drive 

success within the segment through continuous communication between the 

regional office and the largest customers. Therefore, the personality of such a 

segment leader should be sales oriented.  

The fourth proposed strategy, suggested by TCC’s German organization is to see 

the customer as a strategic partner and create a long-term strategic program 

therefore. This is especially important due to the long time between powertrain 

contracts where relationships can nurture over a longer time. This strategy 

includes several specific actions. Aim to co-develop products to a greater extent, 

use the Application Center (APC) and service earlier in the sales process to 

differentiate and smoothen the transition from sales. R&D at TCC’s headquarters 

could split in two, where one part focuses on long-term adaptation to customer 

demands, while the other part works with the current projects. Even if the 

products needed to enter German powertrain do not exist today, TCC managers 

should target customer managers to start building relations and anchor future 

strategic plans.  

Relationship-building was the fifth suggested strategy, and was proposed by both 

the headquarters and the regional sales office. It advised to get one or two 

products into a plant in order to start the relationship-building process. The 

relationships could then act as an enabler for larger contracts, both in the short 

and the longer perspective. One important thing to mention is that The Case 

Company has to make an outspoken investment to try and enter a German 

powertrain plant and to not give up if no results are shown early on.  
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To set up a training program for customer employees regarding powertrain, in 

combination with education of the internal sales people was suggested by both 

the regional sales office and the headquarters as the sixth initiative. The goal 

partially being to educate the sales people to take more technical discussions 

with the customers.  

The seventh proposed strategy regards the internal communication, and 

incorporates better internal communication systems between the different parts 

of the organization. This should be combined with a knowledge management 

system, and was proposed by both the regional sales office and the headquarters. 

In addition to this, a standardized system for collection, storage, analysis, and 

transfer of customer application information to all relevant people.  

The eight strategy was proposed by the interviewees at the headquarters. In 

short, it is to see the presence at the EV powertrain plants as a platform for 

entrance to the ICE powertrain plants.  

The ninth proposed strategy regarded increased management support, mainly 

through better follow-up from the headquarters in Sweden. This strategy was 

proposed by the interviewees at the TCC’s headquarters. In detail, focus should 

be on follow up meetings to discuss progress and align visions and strategy of 

TCC’s headquarters and German organization.  

5.2.2.4 Products and R&D 

As previously mentioned, TCC’s product portfolio is mostly final assembly (FA) 

oriented. TCC is neither technology leader nor competitive in German 

powertrain with the current tools according to TCC’s German organization. The 

hand held are technology leaders, however the fixed tools and their controllers 

have to evolve. There are currently new fixed tools and controllers being 

developed, although several interviewees mention that R&D could have listened 

to the German customers earlier and adhered to them. The large global German 

OEMs are vital accounts for TCC, but the powertrain accounts have mostly been 

neglected in favor of FA as well as other OEM accounts. TCC’s complete product 

offer within tools is rather large as well, therefore spreading R&D’s focus. In 

addition, the software department within R&D at The Case Company has a high 
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workload due to the increase in software integrated into TCC’s products. TCC’s 

German organization does however state that they could have better prioritized 

the needs sent to the headquarters. From the perspective of TCC’s German 

organization, some interviewees also mention that TCC’s headquarters and 

marketing organization is not always in line with customer needs, focusing time 

and resources on non-vital operations. TCC’s German organization also mention 

that R&D should travel more frequently to customer sites to understand their 

needs better. The relationship value of co-development of products should not 

be underestimated either. As previously mentioned however, TCC has a large 

product portfolio and for each new product, R&D is able to spend less time at the 

customers.  

The overall view is that once the new fixed products, spindle and controller, are 

fully operational, TCC will be highly competitive and fulfill the German 

specifications. As the novel products and systems are advanced, there is also a 

need for system unification in the near future. For example, software connected 

solutions within tightening will certainly grow in the near future. The age of 

digitalization has to be adapted to and predictive maintenance will presumably 

be needed. Therefore, new ways of collecting and analyzing data has to be 

developed.  

There is currently more service on hardware than software today, although this 

will likely change in the near future. Most service employee interviewees point 

out that service will not provide a bottle neck in the case of a German powertrain 

market entry, as powertrain service is nothing new to them. The service 

organization is a unique selling point for TCC due to its global reach as well as 

local proximity to most customers, however it cannot provide an entry into the 

German powertrain market on its own according to multiple interviews within 

the German organization.     

5.2.2.5 Internal relations, culture and strengths 

As previously mentioned, TCC’s German organization sees R&D as too far from 

reality. However, the view from TCC’s headquarters is different. The right 

products are currently being developed and it is up to the German organization 
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to solve the remaining issues for a German powertrain entry. TCC’s German 

organization also points out that there is a lack of follow up from the 

headquarters with regards to powertrain initiatives. The German organization 

does however admit that they have been bad at prioritizing their requests to the 

headquarters. There is a need for a unified request from the German organization 

that R&D at the headquarters can further develop on. The view from both the 

German organization and TCC headquarters is that the German organization 

should for most parts function as a decentralized cell to avoid the need to rely 

on the headquarters for constant support. The ones closest to the problem 

should solve them. The less interference from TCC’s headquarters in the regional 

office’s daily work, the better. However, if TCC’s headquarters is to drive strategy 

instead of the regional sales office, then the headquarters cannot drive strategy 

without having the German organization aligned, thus there is a need for better 

follow up from the headquarters if a German powertrain market entry is to 

become reality.  

In contrast to both competitors and interviewed external companies, The Case 

Company has a culture of chasing the maximum number of potential contracts, 

instead of focusing on a few contracts and adapting to them over a longer time 

period. According to several interviewees, this is probably due to the fact that 

the organization grows and cannot focus on single contracts anymore. In 

addition, top management within TCC’s headquarters says that TCC’s business 

model is based on volumes and the ability to sell at all times. Furthermore, the 

interviewee points out that The Case Company does not want to target one 

specific customer for long-term strategic partnership and then realize that the 

other German OEMs have developed further in comparison. This should 

however not be misinterpreted as a situation where The Case Company has little 

control over their accounts, as TCC’s GKAM organization is well structured. Even 

so, the headquarters has been very oriented around specific projects as soon as 

they appear, instead of focusing on adapting their product offer to the customers 

in the long-term, aiming at strategic partnerships. The organization as a whole 

is individual-based, each employee is considered to have a high degree of 

freedom promoting an innovative culture. As a consequence, perhaps, the 
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organization lacks standardized systems, such as guidelines, to fall back on when 

in need of aid. There is also no standardized information sharing system within 

the organization that limits the risk that relevant people lack required 

information. It is instead up to the individual to acquire access to relevant 

information.  

TCC’s sales organizations are centered round the GKAM structure. Within the 

German sales force, there is an extensive amount of experience, although some 

interviewees fear that there is little attraction to novel technologies that require 

further education and increased support from TCC, thus resulting in increasingly 

difficult sales. According to one German interviewee, the aforementioned is due 

to the German sales force being of high age relative to the rest of TCC’s sales 

people.  

The Case Company has a world class global service and support organization that 

is brought forth as a key organizational strength from a clear majority of the 

interviewees. Autonomous Application Centers and Regional sales offices across 

the globe who can provide local support to the customers are also seen as a great 

organizational strength. All of the above contributes to a complete global 

organization where product managers, R&D, project management and service 

etc. integrate into a well-functioning entity that is able to provide customers 

value beyond the high quality of the products themselves. Even though the 

products are expensive, The Case Company consider its products to be cost 

efficient in terms of the total lifecycle-cost. In addition, TCC’s quality assurance 

business has also been a great strength of the company, even to such an extent 

that the competitors’ sometimes use them.   
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5.2.3 Competition 

In this category, TCC’s competitive landscape as well as the main competitor’s 

strategies are presented. 

5.2.3.1 Competitive landscape 

The Case Company is situated in a competitive landscape which is dominated by 

a few large global firms, of which The Case Company is one of these. On the 

German powertrain market specifically, there exists a large number of smaller 

local tool supplier competitors, although they rarely supply more than one or 

two powertrain plants. These smaller local tool suppliers are not considered 

competitive in broader sense, why we primarily focus on the large global firms. 

Worth noting is that some MTBs have their own in-house tool supplier 

organizations and although these are few, they should not be neglected.  

Product-wise, TCC’s hand held tools are generally seen as higher quality 

compared to the competitors’. However, when it comes to fixed tools such as 

spindles, the quality of the competitors’ offer is considered equal to that of TCC’s 

products.  

5.2.3.2 Competitor strategies 

Compared to TCC’s strategy of maximizing potential number of contracts won 

through offering on every contract available, the competitors often focus on a 

specific set of contracts and adapt their product offer thereafter, as to take 100 

percent market share in each powertrain plant they enter. They are thereafter 

trying to affect the customers’ specifications in a, for them, advantageous way 

such as the adaptation of the specifications to their product offer, often denoted 

“brick walling”. The global competitors mainly compete with products, their 

service and support organizations are generally not as comprehensive as that of 

TCC. One main competitor deploys a modular concept of their spindles which is 

valued by the MTBs, as they are easy to integrate with the MTBs’ robots. As 

previously mentioned, this competitor’s spindles are of equal quality to TCC’s 

current product offer, although at a lower price.  
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5.2.4 Identified challenge areas for The Case Company 

From our empirical findings and presented theory on which factors to consider 

when executing an industrial B2B market entry strategy, an answer was provided 

to RQ1. This answer combined with our empirical findings from interviews at 

The Case Company, enabled us to identify six challenges contributing to why 

TCC’s current and previous initiatives on the German powertrain have not 

succeeded. These challenges are presented below.  

 

Figure 18: Identified challenge areas 

5.2.4.1 Internal communication 

TCC’s German organization possesses good knowledge of customer demands. 

However, this knowledge is not transferred to the TCC headquarters efficiently, 

especially regarding important demands within customer specifications. On a 

global scale, The Case Company lacks a structured information sharing system 

within itself, resulting in an issue where TCC employees do not necessarily have 

access to relevant information.  

As stated in RQ1, knowledge of customer’s applications and specifications is 

important. In addition, the interviewed external companies work with customer 

data in a structured way, making sure that collected data is sent to the 

headquarters through a GKAM or CRM structure. Furthermore, Ohmae (1982) 

states that customers should be well understood and defined. Even though the 
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customers may be well defined, the information is to a large extent trapped at 

the local organization. This in turn leads to disability of adjusting the 4P’s 

framework (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) to the customer demands.  

5.2.4.2 Customer relations 

Currently, The Case Company has good overall relations with the larger MTBs 

and Tier 1s in Germany, combined with high sales. The strategy of targeting a few 

but large customers and create long-term strategic relations with them is 

supported by interviews with external companies. According to the internal 

empirical findings, the problem instead lies with the OEMs, as they hold the 

positional power to approve or reject suppliers in the first phase.  

At the OEMs, TCC’s German sales organization is mainly talking to technical 

people, since they are easier to create and maintain relations with compared to 

sourcing personnel, supported by the interviewed external companies. 

Furthermore, TCC’s German sales people are mainly targeting powertrain plants 

where they are welcome and already have contacts, due to a lack of support and 

incentive structure from TCC’s German organization and ultimately TCC 

headquarters. In addition, TCC’s German sales force is focused on analyzing the 

OEM’s technical specifications, disregarding soft factors such as analyzing other 

customer employees who they, as aforementioned, rarely visit.  

The increased centralization of customer decisions following Dieselgate further 

increases the importance of having relations with key people at the customer, 

technical people are generally good in the beginning, but later on higher level 

managers are needed. In addition, as customer divisions such as powertrain, FA 

and EV do not speak to one another, TCC sales people who target powertrain 

cannot use contacts within other divisions at the customer. Furthermore, TCC’s 

German sales force does not have any relations with higher level managers within 

German powertrain plants, which is an issue according to the interviews with 

external companies. In addition, both internal and external interviews support 

that German firms generally want to work with Germans, which could put The 

Case Company in an unfavorable positions as the main competition and 

customer MTBs are German firms.    
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According to previous empirical research (Kassem & Jafar Hakim, 2016) and 

interviews with external companies, information sharing is directly correlated 

with relationship building. The previous empirical research (Kassem & Jafar 

Hakim, 2016) adds that there is currently no information sharing system between 

the OEMs and TCC, thus resulting in high positional power for the MTBs in an 

open triad. However, our empirical findings from internal interviews show that 

this is not really the case. Rather, TCC’s headquarters has not received the 

customer knowledge that TCC’s German organization possesses, which is a major 

issue. 

5.2.4.3 Technical requirements 

TCC generally deploys a differentiation strategy to enhance the satisfaction of 

needs for the customer, rather than a cost leadership strategy, in line with 

Porter’s reasoning in his Five Forces model (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001). Within 

German powertrain however, TCC is not as much of a technology leader as in 

other markets such as FA. Competitors are able to provide products of similar 

functionality and quality. In addition, since TCC put a heavy price tag on their 

products, it is important for them to have innovative products and a unique 

selling point such as their global service and support organization that differ TCC 

from to the competitors’ offer. Aforementioned correlates well with Porter’s 

reasoning in his Five Forces model (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) as well as the 

price component within Kotler’s 4P framework (Berlin & Lexa, 2006). If the 

products are not innovative, the strategy of differentiation is difficult to execute. 

In addition, it is unclear how much the global German MTBs and OEMs value 

TCC’s service organization , since they often have their own in-house service 

organizations which further limits TCC’s differentiation to justify a their high 

prices. Furthermore, global customers have gained increased access to 

information on TCC’s local price lists, therefore making it increasingly difficult 

for TCC to adjust prices based on location.  

From TCC’s headquarters’ point of view, TCC’s complete offer should 

differentiate enough to enter the German powertrain market, since the firm is 

able to sell to other geographical powertrain markets like the Nordics and the 

US. However, differentiation could very well be viewed differently based on 
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market. TCC’s powertrain product portfolio may be highly valued and differ from 

competitor’s offer in the US, but not in Germany. German powertrain 

specifications are stated as very difficult to fulfill compared to other OEM’s 

specifications and the need for adherence to specific details in the specifications 

may prove more vital in Germany compared to the in Nordics or in the US. TCC’s 

powertrain products are currently not adapted to the strict German powertrain 

specifications. In addition, they are expensive without major differentiation 

according to aforementioned. Furthermore, empirical findings based on external 

interviews argue that, when entering an existing market, differentiation is key. 

At the moment, products adapted specifically for the German powertrain market 

are being developed at TCC.  

5.2.4.4 Strategic initiatives  

At the regional sales office, no extensive initiatives to target powertrain 

specifically have been taken since 2008. However, within the GKAM structure a 

sales person has been appointed to focus primarily on powertrain at one of the 

global German OEMs. In addition, the regional sales office was given mandate to 

recruit a regional powertrain manager. This position has since then been filled.  

Within powertrain, the main competitors have had a different strategy compared 

to The Case Company. The competitors focus have to a greater extent been 

focused on long-term relation-building with a few global customers. This has 

resulted in a close dialogue between the customer and competitor’s R&D with a 

great benefit, the opportunity to co-develop the products with the customer. The 

aforementioned is brought up in the interviews with the external companies, 

where they also state that their focus on specific customers has helped their 

development. In addition, by working close long-term with the customers, the 

competitors have managed to develop the specifications together with the 

customers. This can be seen as “brick-walling”, as the competitors have had the 

opportunity to build their own strengths into certain parts of the specification, 

increasing the barriers to enter the market. Apart from these technical 

advantages, the customers develop trust for the competitor and gets used to 

working with their systems, which over time may cause the customer to 

disregard other suppliers’ offer due to the amount of work needed to integrate 
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new products and systems. Furthermore, the length of a powertrain contract, 

generally five to seven years before renegotiation, provides the winning supplier 

years to integrate their products with the customer’s production line, which can 

be utilized as an advantage compared to the competition during the negotiation 

of the next contract. In addition to possibility of integration of products during 

this extensive time period, Porter (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) mentions 

switching cost as a factor affecting barriers to entry. If a competitor succeed in 

taking a high market share at a customer, the switching cost of changing the 

competitor’s product and systems and integrating TCC’s products and systems 

may even incline the customer to adapt their technical specifications even 

further towards the competitor’s offer. All of the aforementioned are seen as 

factors making the specifications difficult to fulfill for The Case Company.  

Related to the above, the common picture is that the headquarters’ marketing 

organization, which is also responsible for the interaction with research and 

development (R&D), has been unable to keep the focus on the most important 

contracts and customer adaptions. Instead, it is seen as having an unclear focus 

chasing after the next contract, lacking the long-term focus needed within the 

powertrain business. This strains the R&D resources and increases the risk of loss 

of contracts, which are as previously mentioned not renewed until after five to 

seven years. During the interviews, it has been hard to find what is causing this 

behavior, but it is clear that is has a negative effect on both the relations with the 

customers and the work with developing solutions.  

5.2.4.5 Management support 

The business situation at the regional sales office in Germany has, as seen, been 

fortunate over the last decades. This is mainly due to the success within the FA 

business, where the products have been highly competitive. While prosperous 

for TCC’s overall business, this might have resulted in less focus on the 

powertrain segment since the sales people on the field prefer to go where there 

is a favorable input/output ratio. Since the incentive structure has not been 

shifted towards a focus on powertrain, thereby motivating the sales people, this 

can be seen as a lack of support and push from the managers for powertrain. For 
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a change within this area to happen, support from high-level managers would be 

needed.  

At the regional sales office, there is a perception of an absence if support and 

follow-up of initiatives taken by the headquarters. The employees at the sales 

office in Germany are of the opinion that there is not a clear strategy for how to 

tackle powertrain in Germany, and therefore do not believe that efforts made 

within this area would be valued by the managers at the regional sales office, nor 

by the managers at the headquarters. This can be an explanation behind the 

German sales office’s decision not to utilize the official decision allowing it to 

appoint a powertrain manager until recently. 

The perceived lack of support from headquarter management can in turn be 

related to the previously stated fact that the appointed business manager for 

powertrain has explicitly been requested not to spend more than a fraction of 

his/hers time on powertrain-related issues. According to Li, et al. (2008), lower-

level management and non-management are deeply dependent on the training, 

leadership and direction given from higher levels of the company. In addition, 

studies have shown that the individual managers’ dedication and commitment 

to the strategy is crucial in order for the employees to do the same. (Ramaseshan, 

et al., 2013). Furthermore, the aforementioned statement integrates well with 

what has been stated in RQ1, namely that a decent strategy with a good 

implementation is better than a great strategy with a poor implementation.  

5.2.4.6 Organizational alignment 

As stated previously in the chapter, there are two different views on how to 

address the aforementioned issues with technical requirements. One advocates 

that nothing can be done until customer requirements are fulfilled, while the 

other states that there is a chance to work around them. The former primarily 

observed in the regional office in Germany, while the second is dominant within 

the headquarters. Related to Kotler’s marketing mix (Forsyth, et al., 2004), these 

views are in fact considering the product and promotion respectively, as the 

dimensions to alter. Since these two dimensions are distinct, there is no clear 
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reason for them to be mutually exclusive. According to Kotler, they can in fact 

be worked with simultaneously.  

In addition, the two viewpoints are present within different levels of the 

company, which displays the lack of alignment within the organization described 

as vital for strategy implementation by Li, et al. (2008). The alignment, described 

by O’Reilly, et al. (2010) as unconditionally necessary in any strategy 

implementation process is in fact identified as a main obstacle since the 

identification by Slater & Olson’s (2001) as it being positively correlated with the 

success of the business unit. This lack of alignment has also shown in the fact 

that managers at the headquarters argue that the regional organization has gaps 

in its ability to translate the overall company strategy into one suitable for the 

regional level. On the other hand, regional managers argue that the lack of a 

regional strategy for powertrain is missing due to the vague focus on powertrain 

from the headquarters. The latter view is supported by the fact that the 

powertrain manager at the headquarters is in fact not asked to spend more than 

a fraction of the time on powertrain-related work.  

Relating to the organizational alignment, Ramaseshan (2013) stresses that the 

strategy is not implemented by the managers stating what they wish to happen, 

but instead it should be aligned with what the organization actually have a 

chance to cope with. This relates to what Li et al. states (2008) regarding the 

dedication of middle managers, namely that the individual manager’s 

commitment to the strategy depends on the believed likelihood for the 

organization to succeed.  

Worth noting is that the interviews with external companies have shown that 

those keep their decision making power closer to the headquarters than The Case 

Company. While there are indeed multiple pros with a decentralized 

organization, this could be the beginning to an explanation of the lack of 

alignment within The Case Company.   
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6 Discussion 

In this chapter, we propose initiatives that The Case Company should take to enter 

the German powertrain market. These initiatives are based on the challenges we 

identified through our empirical findings and theoretical framework. The chapter 

ends with a connection to previous empirical research and a discussion on 

sustainability.  

6.1 Which initiatives should The Case Company take to enter the German 

powertrain market? 

As stated in the aim of the study, an overview of potential actions for The Case 

Company to enter the German powertrain market is to be presented. The main 

challenges for The Case Company to enter the German powertrain market are 

internal and therefore our focus in this section is mainly on internal aspects. 

First, a discussion on alignment of business type and market strategy type is 

conducted in order to understand how to explain why the organization acts as it 

does and if this can relate to why it has not succeeded on the German powertrain 

market yet. Thereafter, we present concrete initiatives for The Case Company to 

take in order to address the identified challenges.   

6.1.1 Aligning business type with market strategy type 

In this section, an overall analysis of TCC’s business type, related market strategy 

and market culture type is conducted based on the theories of Slater & Olson 

(2001), which can be found in the theoretical framework. The analysis is 

performed in order to compare theory with the current situation at The Case 

Company, in order to position the firm within the framework. The key finding of 

Slater & Olson (2001) is that firms who successfully align business type and 

market strategy type demonstrate overall stronger performance scores compared 

to those who do not align (Slater & Olson, 2001). Aforementioned analysis of 

TCC’s respective types is thereafter extended to the German powertrain market 

in order to display how the misalignment of types correlates with some of the 

identified challenges.   
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Business type 

The Case Company closely resembles a Prospector in most aspects. TCC’s 

products are generally very innovative, providing TCC the role of technology 

leader and ability to charge a premium price, especially within FA. TCC’s service 

organization is able to provide a very high level of customer service globally that 

the competition cannot currently match. Due to their role as technology leader 

in most markets, TCC is proactive in their product and marketing development 

efforts, usually exploiting new product and market opportunities through a 

creative marketing strategy implementation. All of the above contributes to why 

The Case Company resembles the Prospector business type overall, more than 

any other type.  

Market strategy type 

Prospectors achieve overall superior performance when executing an Aggressive 

Marketing strategy type (Slater & Olson, 2001). Aggressive Marketers target 

segments of buyers that value innovative and high quality products that they in 

turn are ready to pay a premium price for to gain competitive advantage. Overall, 

the aforementioned correlates well with The Case Company’s strategy. However, 

this is not the case for German powertrain since TCC’s powertrain products are 

not seen as differentiable enough from the perspective of the German OEMs. 

Therefore, the customers are not willing to pay a premium price. Instead, The 

Case Company seems to find itself in a Value Marketer type, fitting a 

Differentiated Defender that, like the Prospectors, provides highly innovative and 

high quality products with dedicated service, although at a lower price.   

Market culture type 

Concerning market culture type, The Case Company is utilizing an Adhocracy 

type which correlates well with the Prospector business type. Prospectors are able 

to rapidly develop new innovative products that match emerging market trends 

through the values that are inherent in the Adhocracy culture, namely 

commitment to innovation, propensity for risk, external orientation in both 
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opportunity seeking and customer relations as well as a commitment to 

flexibility. (Slater, et al., 2010)   

Aligning The Case Company 

As previously mentioned, there is currently a misalignment within TCC’s 

organization on the German powertrain market, with regards to business type 

and market strategy type. Based on the framework of Slater & Olson (2001), it is 

possible to denote that price relative to competition and product’s level of 

differentiation from the perspective of the German OEMs are the two main 

parameters that cause this misalignment. Since TCC’s products have not been as 

competitive on the German market as on other markets, it has been difficult for 

TCC’s German organization to justify its high price through differentiation. The 

aforementioned has in turn led to the appearance of flaws within the 

organization. TCC’s headquarters is primarily pushing for promotion, which is 

unlikely to, by itself, be a deal-breaker. The inefficiency of promotion can 

partially be explained by Kotler (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001). In this particular 

case, the parameters of price and product are not in balance. According to Slater 

& Olson (2001), the Prospector business type achieves superior performance with 

an Aggressive Marketer strategy type. However, TCC’s inability to differentiate 

its current product portfolio, from the perspective of the German OEMs, on the 

German powertrain market to justify the high price, positions TCC’s market 

strategy type as a Value Marketer, which aligns with the Differentiated Defender 

type. Thus, we see the need for The Case Company to realign its Prospector 

business type with its usual Aggressive Marketer strategy type through a 

deployment of new innovative products. The products would then satisfy a 

differentiation, thereby justifying a high price. Thereafter, the balance of Kotler’s 

product and price parameters is restored. Otherwise, if The Case Company is not 

able to justify the high price with differentiation but still wishes to enter the 

German powertrain market, a part of TCC’s organization has to align itself with 

the Differentiated Defender type, which would then separate it from the overall 

company business, market and culture type. The question here becomes, what is 

easier to change, the value proposition or the organization? From our point of 

view, we would say that the value proposition is clearly easier to change than the 
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organization, given the overall alignment of business and strategy type on most 

other markets.  

6.1.2 Potential initiatives and implementation recommendations 

 

Figure 19: Potential initiatives 

Based on the theoretical framework and external empirical findings, applied to 

our internal empirical findings, we were able to identify six challenges for The 

Case Company when trying to enter the German powertrain market. In addition 

to these challenges, we have derived nine potential initiatives from the internal 

interviews, as well as insights on how the misalignment of business strategy type 

and market strategy type affects The Case Company on the German powertrain 

market. Apart from the high-level discussion above, we present concrete actions 

needed to address the challenges presented below, regardless of which high-level 

strategy is needed.  
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Internal communication 

Customer information and knowledge is collected by the regional sales office, 

but not transferred further to the headquarters, resulting in a situation where 

technical specifications that could have been fulfilled was not known. As shown, 

this hinders the organization from working efficiently and is therefore a problem 

that must be solved. To solve the problems within this challenge, we believe that 

it is necessary to start the work of implementing an information sharing 

structure regarding the customer applications. The system would not need to be 

a comprehensive IT-solution, but could rather be thought of as a framework for 

sharing information by email or through the existing systems in a structured way. 

To begin with, guidelines for customer data collection should be made and a 

structure for how the headquarters store the received information should be 

implemented. Solutions similar to the aforementioned was, as seen in RQ2, 

proposed by both the headquarters and the regional sales office. In addition, the 

employees also suggested that a general knowledge management system within 

the organization is needed. 

Customer relations 

Relations with German powertrain people are seemingly not sufficient and TCC’s 

German sales force is preoccupied elsewhere where they have contacts and are 

thus able to sell. The sales people need to be incentivized and encouraged from 

TCC’s German organization to go to powertrain plants where they may not be 

100 percent welcome. To solve this, managers at TCC’s German organization 

could initially open up a dialogue with higher level managers within the 

powertrain plants, thus aiding the sales people with an entry. Then there is also 

the issue of the technical specifications. As we have discussed earlier, the push 

from higher management has been to promote the products as innovative and 

therefore justify a higher price. However, since the products are not seen as 

differentiated enough by the German OEMs, we believe that this tactic would be 

difficult to execute successfully as the product and price parameters of the 

marketing mix are still unbalanced. One possible solution would be to initiate a 

powertrain educational program for both customer and TCC employees. Here, 
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the internal sales force could further educated themselves within TCC’s 

powertrain products to initiate more advanced technical discussions with the 

customer, while customer employees would be educated within advanced 

tightening solutions.  

Technical requirements 

Since differentiation is considered to be a key ingredient for success, the focus 

within the technical requirements should be on developing the right product to 

fit the customers’ specifications. It should be noted that it is also important to 

recognize the critical parts of the specifications, so that the main resources can 

be utilized to fulfill the specifications with the highest chance of success. Related 

to this is the attitude towards the German specifications within TCC, as they are 

either seen as almost impossible to fulfill with the existing product range, or as 

something that is unnecessary to adapt to at all. To counter this, we propose that 

the specifications from the German powertrain customers should instead be 

embraced, and be very well understood by the involved parts of the organization. 

Without the understanding of the specifications, the right products will not be 

developed, nor will it be possible to convince the customer to adjust the 

specifications without proper relations. As the specifications are increasingly 

understood, we believe that the dialogue with the customer will have the chance 

of becoming better. As shown during the interviews, sometimes it is enough to 

show some effort in order to start a dialogue. It is noted that the different 

customers have different needs of the service-component of the offer from TCC, 

which stresses the importance of the analyzing this aspect. Once it is clear what 

the needs are from the customer, the offer proposed to them should be tailor 

made to fit their overall needs.  

Strategic initiatives 

The main problem we have seen with regards to strategic initiatives, has been 

the lack thereof. To include a focus on powertrain in the division’s strategic plan 

would show a support from higher management. This would then have to be 

anchored and continuously followed-up at every level within the organization. 

Appointing a powertrain manager for Central Europe would certainly help to 
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keep track of critical aspects of contracts and customer adaptations. As 

mentioned earlier, even though the current global powertrain manager at TCC’s 

headquarters has had several other tasks that have been prioritized over 

powertrain, the interviewees argue that the support towards German powertrain 

has become much better. What would be the result if there was a global 

powertrain manager situated either in Germany or at TCC’s headquarters that 

could focus on powertrain full time? As a start however, a focus could be set on 

selling any kind of product to get a foot inside the powertrain plants. Even 

though these contracts may be small, they can aid by enabling relationship-

building and expose customer employees to TCC’s products and service 

organization through a “spearhead” operation as the SIAR-school (Bengtsson & 

Skärvad, 2001) denotes it.  

We have previously touched upon the subject of targeting a specific set of 

contracts or aim to maximize the potential number of won contracts through 

targeting as many contracts as possible, spreading both marketing and R&D 

resources. As both literature and external interviews have suggested, to target a 

specific customer at a time and try to take as high market share there as possible, 

while adapting to customer demands in the long-term, is the preferred option. 

Aforementioned becomes increasingly important due to the long period between 

renegotiations of powertrain contracts, where those who win the contracts are 

able to integrate their own products and system into the powertrain plants and 

perhaps even the technical specifications, thus resulting in high switching costs 

to change supplier. However, top management within TCC’s headquarters 

mention that TCC’s business model is about maximizing volumes and to sell at 

all times, requiring a steady flow of contracts. Thus, there is a contradiction here 

between external empirical findings and theory on one side and internal findings 

on the other side, regarding whether to aim broad or narrow.  

That TCC’s GKAM structure is able to capture technical specifications and other 

customer demands quickly and send that information to TCC’s headquarters is 

therefore also vital. As close collaboration with the customers is needed, a 

powertrain manager for Central Europe would certainly require aid from a 

specific powertrain team, like TCC has previously created specific MTB teams.  
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Management support 

Since the sales people at the regional sales office are reluctant to visit the 

powertrain plants due to the low ration between time spent and output in form 

of sales, something has to be made to change this behavior. As previously stated, 

to perform such changes requires support from management at a higher level. If 

powertrain is decided to be one of the clarified strategic initiatives described in 

the section above, management at the headquarters need to make sure that sales 

people have the incentive to go to the powertrain plants. This could be achieved 

by making a number of sales people dedicated to powertrain, with a higher 

proportion of regular salary instead of provisional based.  

There is also a need for management to follow-up the initiatives that they ask the 

regional sales office to take. As mentioned several times before, a decent strategy 

with a good implementation is better than a great strategy with lacking 

implementation. For a powertrain strategy to execute successfully in Germany, 

there simply has to be support from all levels of management, including an 

aligned strategy that everyone can stand for. According to top management 

within TCC’s headquarters however, the German sales organization should stay 

decentralized. The view here is that the headquarters should provide 

prioritization, while the regional office and the GKAMs should set and manage 

the implementing of strategies. The ones closest to the problem should solve 

them. The less interference from headquarters on the regional office’s daily work, 

the better. Aforementioned reasoning may hold for large parts of the 

organization, although when it comes to German powertrain, we see the need 

for increased support from headquarters through co-development of strategies 

and continuous follow up. One thing in common that we see is the need for a 

powertrain segment leader, who is either situated at TCC’s headquarters or closer 

to the challenge in Germany. As previously mentioned in Slater & Olson (2001), 

managers’ commitment to the marketing strategy can mediate the relationship 

between perceived fit of the marketing strategy with the organization’s vision 

and market strategy implementation effectiveness.  
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Organizational alignment  

There is a challenge today where parts of TCC’s organization have different 

opinions regarding the current state of German powertrain and the necessary 

resources that have to be deployed to enter the market. In addition, TCC’s 

headquarters believe that TCC’s German organization should be able to deploy a 

strategy to enter German powertrain by themselves as an autonomous cell, while 

the German organization argues that not enough support has been given to 

formulate and execute such a strategy. A note on the aforementioned is the level 

of decentralization that the German office should possess. On one hand, an 

autonomous cell does not require as much support, although on the other hand, 

this could also thwart follow-up, alignment and strategy implementation if the 

regional office and headquarters are far from each other communication-wise.  

Of course, one question that has to be asked is if the powertrain market is 

lucrative enough to enter at all. Aforementioned has to be compared to the 

resources that have to be put into a dedicated market entry strategy that requires 

an alignment of several levels within The Case Company. As a start however, The 

Case Company needs to sit down with relevant people to discuss and decide on 

the main challenges within the powertrain business. In addition, the strategic 

prioritizations and initial steps need to be written down and agreed on.     

6.2 Connection to previous empirical research 

The previous empirical research of Kassem & Jafar Hakim (2016) identified 

several problem areas for TCC’s entry on the German powertrain market, as well 

as proposed critical success factors for a supplier in a relationship-driven B2B 

market, under four dominant themes.  

The first identified problem area was the need for trust-based relationships and 

information sharing routines with the OEMs. This problem area correlates well 

with the findings of this paper as the current relations with German powertrain 

plants are still insufficient and there are in some cases a lack of customer 

knowledge. The second challenge area states that there is a power distribution 

asymmetry in the three-tier supply chain, due to an open triad, where the MTBs 
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have acquired a strong positional power. The findings of this thesis do not 

support the previous empirical findings here. The MTBs may have a strong 

position, however, we argue that the setting is closer to a closed triad, rather than 

an open triad. TCC’s products do go through the MTBs, nonetheless it is the 

OEMs that have the power to shut out suppliers. Thus, the main disagreement 

of the previous empirical findings and the findings of this thesis is that this thesis 

shows that the MTBs are not a bottle neck for TCC’s entry to the German 

powertrain market. Why the closed triad has not been utilized by The Case 

Company can instead be explained by the challenge areas of this thesis, such as 

lack of organizational alignment, management support, customer relations and 

unfulfilled technical specifications. The third and fourth problem areas of the 

empirical research are connected to the prior two, stating that there are deficit 

information sharing systems within the supply chain and therefore a lack of 

customer and market knowledge. The findings of this thesis correlates well with 

the previous empirical research here, although the statement that TCC has no 

information channel with OEMs is not supported. There are information 

channels between TCC and the OEMs, although they are currently not utilized 

adequately. The fifth and final problem motivated by the previous empirical 

reach is the deficit and capability of TCC’s personnel, as well as lack of structure 

in place, to enter the German powertrain market. The aforementioned correlates 

well overall with the findings of this thesis. However, it is difficult to draw any 

conclusions on the capability of TCC’s personnel as there is currently no support 

or other incentive for them to focus on German powertrain.    

The previous empirical research stress the need for relationship-building with 

the German OEMs, followed by strengthened knowledge-sharing routines with 

all actors within the three-tier supply chain, which is supported in this thesis. 

Finally, the previous empirical finding that the level of relationship between two 

actors is directly related to the level of information-sharing between them has 

neither been supported nor denied in this thesis, although it is certainly a 

reasonable conclusion.  
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6.3 Sustainability 

Within management research, sustainability is mainly viewed in three ways, 

namely environmental, economic and social sustainability as proposed by the 

Triple Bottom Line framework (Elkington, 1999). The impact this thesis has is 

primarily on economic and social sustainability. However, in order to increase 

the validity of data gathered through our interviews in our conducted case study, 

we traveled between Sweden and Germany twice by airplane which has a 

negative environmental impact. Our study and the proposed initiatives that we 

have delivered can help The Case Company to successfully enter the German 

powertrain market. In addition, the six challenge framework could be employed 

by industrial firms in similar settings. The proposed initiatives and the six 

challenge framework could therefore, if applied properly, influence long-term 

profitability positively. Furthermore, the framework and proposed initiatives 

drive both internal and external relationship-enhancing activities that can lead 

to healthy relationships with customers. Long-term partnerships with customers 

can thereafter open up long-term, as well as sustainable, agreements between all 

involved parties. In addition, the increased internal relations, driven by increased 

communication and support, provide a positive impact on social sustainability. 

Furthermore, a successful market entry and the following flourishing business 

will most likely nourish local communities through job opportunities, tax 

contribution, and creation of demand that attracts suppliers.  
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7 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we conclude our research by answering the research questions, 

relate to the research theme and thereafter discuss how the research contributes 

to science. To end this thesis, we discuss the limitations of our research together 

with recommendations for future research. 

7.1 Connection to Research Questions 

The purpose of this thesis has been to investigate the factors to consider when 

executing a B2B market entry strategy within the automotive industry and to 

provide an overview of possible actions for The Case Company (TCC) on the 

German powertrain market. The research purpose has been fulfilled by 

interviewing a total of 37 respondents across three industrial firms and through 

relevant literature. The research theme was divided into two separate research 

questions, RQ1 and RQ2. The structure of our findings are visualized in Figure 

20, in which the six challenge framework has been added to the original structure 

of findings, presented in Figure 15. Together, the research questions in 

combination with a discussion on potential initiatives answer the overall 

research theme of this thesis - How should The Case Company enter the German 

powertrain market? 

 
Figure 20: Structure of findings 
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7.1.1 RQ1: Which factors should be considered when executing an industrial B2B 

market entry strategy? 

 

Figure 21: Factors to be considered, with overlapping areas highlighted 

When it comes to the theory within the customer-dimension, the main points 

are good knowledge of the customer and market demands, price elasticity, 

purchasing volumes, cost of changing suppliers, possibilities of integration, and 

access to information. The way that the firm can react to these points in the 

interaction with the customer is by changing the price, promotion, or place. The 

empirical findings state that the core areas are customer relations, 

specifications/requirements, customer knowledge/information and 

culture/people. The empirical findings hence highlight the importance of soft 

factors to a greater extent than hard factors.  

Overall, the combined theory and empirical findings on the company-dimension 

primarily align to stress the importance of several factors to consider when 
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executing a B2B market entry strategy within the automotive industry. 

Innovative products, a willingness to take risks and long-term strategic 

partnerships are needed. The findings also correlate on the need of having a 

strategy at all and thereafter align the organization to it, be it a differentiation or 

a cost leadership strategy. As previously mentioned, a good implementation of a 

decent strategy is better than having a bad implementation of a great strategy.  

Therefore, the empirical findings and theory align on the need for commitment 

from all levels of the organization, as well as sufficient internal communication, 

during a strategy implementation.  

Within the competition-dimension, theory points out the importance of gaining 

a high market coverage and a high winning-ratio relative the competitors 

through the aforementioned functional capabilities. In addition, production 

capacity, growth of the industry, industry concentration and barriers to enter are 

to be considered. The empirical findings demonstrate two different types of 

differentiation strategies where the interviewed companies aim at providing a 

product that is customized to fit the customer’s need.  
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7.1.2 RQ2: Why have The Case Company’s previous and current initiatives not 

succeeded? 

 

Figure 22: Identified challenge areas conclusion 

Internal communication 

TCC’s German organization possesses good knowledge of customer demands, 

without being able to transfer the knowledge to the TCC’s headquarters, partially 

caused by the lack of a structured internal information sharing system.  

Customer relations 

The main challenge within customer relations lies with the OEMs, as they hold 

the positional power to approve or reject the intermediary suppliers in the first 

phase. TCC’s German sales organization is mainly talking to technical people, 

and focus on technical discussions without taking soft factors into consideration. 
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Technical requirements 

TCC generally deploys a differentiation strategy to enhance the satisfaction of 

needs for the customer, rather than a cost leadership strategy. Within German 

powertrain however, TCC is not as much of a technology leader as in other 

markets such as FA. Competitors are able to provide products of similar 

functionality and quality, which makes the strategy of differentiation difficult to 

execute and the higher price difficult to motivate.   

Strategic initiatives  

The Case Company has had few extensive powertrain initiatives since 2008. 

Recently however, TCC’s German organization had the opportunity to recruit a 

segment leader for powertrain. Looking at the competition, a global competitor’s 

strategy is to focus on one customer at a time, slowly building a long-term 

strategic relationship. Aforementioned in addition to long time between 

renegotiations of powertrain contracts, competitor’s ability to integrate their 

products into customer production lines and technical specifications, thus 

creating high switching cost as well as an education need for OEM employees in 

the case of a switch, ultimately creates barriers to entry for The Case Company. 

The Case Company on the other hand, targets new contracts and customers 

continuously, straining marketing and R&D resources over a broad set of 

contracts, rather than focus on a specific set of contracts and long-term 

adaptations to customer demands.  

Management support 

Historically, TCC’s focus has been on FA rather than powertrain which can 

mainly be seen in where The Case Company is currently a technology leader and 

have the highest market share. The incentive structure for TCC’s German 

organization to target powertrain instead of FA does not exist today either. This 

can overall be seen as a lack of support from managers within all levels of the 

organization. To begin with, top management support and follow up from TCC’s 

headquarters is lacking as TCC’s German organization currently sees no clear 

strategy on how to move forward on the German powertrain market. In addition, 
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the current powertrain manager at TCC’s headquarters does not have support 

from management above to focus on powertrain anywhere globally. The findings 

also state that lower and mid-level managers are heavily dependent on training, 

leadership and direction given by top management. In addition, individual 

managers’ dedication and commitment to a strategy is crucial if the employees 

are to follow suit. Therefore, we see a need for dedication and commitment from 

all management levels if The Case Company is to enter the German powertrain 

market. Once again, a decent strategy with a good implementation is better than 

a great strategy with a poor implementation. 

Organizational alignment 

Different views on the challenges within powertrain exist and the managers at 

the headquarters are frustrated over the lack of a strategy at the regional sales 

office, while the powertrain manager at the headquarters at the same time is 

requested not to spend time on powertrain-related issues. This displays a lack of 

alignment between the different organizational levels within the headquarters 

and the regional sales office.  

7.2 How should The Case Company enter the German powertrain market? 

Based on theory and empirical findings from external interviews, we were able 

to determine what factors to consider when implementing a B2B market entry 

strategy within the automotive industry. Through combining aforementioned 

findings with empirical findings from internal interviews, we were able to 

identify six challenge areas for The Case Company that thwart the firm’s ability 

to enter the German powertrain market. Based on a discussion of the challenge 

areas, we present the main conclusions concerning what The Case Company 

should do in order to enter the German powertrain market below.  

 Internal communication between offices and departments is hindering the 

organization from working efficiently. Therefore, a structured information 

sharing system is proposed. It does not have to be a comprehensive IT-solution, 

but rather a framework for sharing information through existing systems. 
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Initially, guidelines for collection of customer data as well as a structure for how 

TCC’s headquarters store the received information should be created. 

TCC’s German sales force does not have the correct contacts within German 

powertrain plants. Here, higher level managers within The Case Company can 

initiate relations with higher level managers within the powertrain plants that 

the sales force can follow-up on. There is also a need for educational programs 

targeting both TCC’s German sales force and customer employees. The sales 

force will be able to take advanced technical discussion with the customers, while 

the customers can learn advanced tightening solutions, a field where The Case 

Company is strong.  

TCC’s current product portfolio is seen as more differentiable compared to 

competition in Nordic and US powertrain, compared to within German 

powertrain, thus enabling a higher price. To balance the parameters of price and 

product, as well as align company business type and market strategy type, the 

most promising proposal is to increase TCC’s level of differentiation from the 

perspective of the German OEMs. The difficult customer technical specifications 

should be embraced and fulfilled instead of circumvented.  

There has been a lack of major initiatives on the German powertrain market 

during the last decade. A strategy that we propose is to focus on a set number of 

customers to begin with and not maximize the potential number of won 

contracts through engaging in all of them, spreading R&D and marketing 

resources. Through this strategy, the focus would be on entering a small number 

of powertrain plants to begin with. Here, The Case Company could aim to create 

long-term relationships with the customer as well as long-term adaptations to 

the specifications. Within these plants, The Case Company could seek to affect 

the technical specifications in their favor and over a longer period of time create 

high switching costs for the customer to change tool supplier. Another initiative 

would be to create a dedicated powertrain team under a global powertrain 

segment leader situated in Germany.     

TCC’s German sales force is currently reluctant to visit powertrain plants due to 

the low ratio between time spent and sales. In order to implement strategies 
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mentioned above, there has to be support as well as anchorage of chosen strategy 

from all levels of management within The Case Company. We also see a need for 

management to continuously follow-up powertrain initiatives, especially early 

on in the implementation process.  

There is a challenge today where parts of TCC’s organization are differently 

aligned regarding the current state of German powertrain and the necessary 

resources that have to be deployed to enter the market. First there has to be a 

decision if it is worth to enter German powertrain and if the answer is yes, discuss 

and decide on the main challenges within the powertrain business. In addition, 

the strategic prioritizations and initial steps need to be written down and agreed 

on in alignment. 

7.3 Contribution to Science 

This thesis has contributed both theoretically and managerially to science by 

providing research on market entry and strategy implementation for industrial 

manufacturing companies.  

The purpose of this thesis has been to identify the main factors to consider when 

implementing a B2B market entry strategy within the automotive industry and 

to propose initiatives for The Case Company to enter the German powertrain 

market. By synthesizing literature and interviewing people from different 

countries, companies and positions, through an exploratory case study, we have 

managed to identify the main factors to consider. Furthermore, aforementioned 

knowledge has then been used to create a six challenge framework that our 

proposed initiatives are derived from. The six challenge framework can then 

provide other industrial firms a framework to adhere to when implementing an 

industrial B2B market entry strategy. 

From a theoretical perspective we have also been able to provide a case study 

pointing at misalignment between business type and market strategy type, a 

phenomenon proposed by Slater & Olson (2001). This thesis also includes an 

integration of how Kotler’s 4P (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) framework and 

Porter’s Five Forces model (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) correlate with the 
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business type and market strategy type framework proposed by Slater & Olson 

(2001). In addition, we have shown that a major part of the strategy 

implementation is to actually transform it into actions on multiple levels within 

the organization and align itself thereafter.  

7.4 Limitations and Future Research 

The findings presented in this thesis are limited due to the chosen research 

approach and methodology, including a case study. Therefore, the findings 

presented are only generalizable under a certain set of circumstances for 

companies that operate in a similar environment as The Case Company. Thus, 

our external validity is considered as rather low in end. However, since a clear 

and structured method was followed, that other studies can adapt to similar 

companies or contexts, Gibbert, et al. (2008) argue that the conducted approach 

makes the study generalizable for a certain set of circumstances.  

In this thesis, our findings are based on 37 semi-structured interviews, including 

two external companies apart from The Case Company, as well as theory. The 

majority of the interviews have been held at The Case Company which implies 

that the internal empirical findings have been triangulated to a greater extent 

than the external empirical findings. The empirical findings have been based on 

qualitative data, thus the reliability of the study can be questioned. A good 

complement would be to interview people from several other geographical 

locations as well. At the same time however, there have been numerous people 

interviewed at several levels and at several locations within The Case Company. 

Although, to interview even more people at The Case Company and at external 

companies would increase the validity through extended triangulation.  

The presented theory was mainly synthesized from market theory, strategy and 

strategy implementation literature. The answer to our first research question and 

the theory presented behind our six challenge framework are therefore largely 

based on these subjects of literature. There are many other subjects of literature 

that we have not included in this thesis. As previously mentioned, another paper 

was written on the same research theme a couple of years ago, although with an 
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approach on the subject of supply chain management. Our approach has been 

exploratory, eventually leading us into the literature subjects of market theory, 

strategy and strategy implementation.  

Our findings might be more focused on relations between customer and supplier 

than in the average industrial firm, as the interviewed companies supply high 

quality products that are in high demand. Therefore, the interviewed firms put 

more focus on relations in order to sell their items, rather than focus on the 

technical perspective relative to other industry peers. While the presented theory 

inhibit external validity through their generalizability, our empirical findings 

that together with presented theory help us answer our research questions and 

research theme, are not as generalizable.  Our created six challenge framework 

is ultimately based on empirical findings from a small number of industrial firms, 

where The Case Company has provided a majority of the interviews that our 

empirical findings are based on. It is therefore difficult to achieve the same 

generalizability on both theory and empirical findings. Our empirical findings 

are naturally also influenced by the interviewees we chose and had we 

interviewed a larger sample of interviewees from a greater amount of industrial 

firms, the generalizability of the findings would increase.       

This study can be extended in a number of ways. To begin with, a comparative 

study similar to our study could be conducted with a different perspective. As 

previously mentioned, an earlier study on this research theme has already been 

conducted and there are surely several other ways to approach this theme. In 

addition, another study could use our six challenge framework and adapt it to a 

different industrial firm and market in order to tests its validity. Furthermore, 

the aspects of the framework can be confirmed by future studies in order to 

develop the framework into an applicable model that can be used practically to 

a greater extent than today.       
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9 Appendix – Interview Questions 

Presented below are the general set of questions used during all interviews. Note 

that the interview questions were slightly altered depending on the interviewee.  

9.1 Introduction 

x Ask if OK to record? 
x Introduction of ourselves 

o Background 
o Project at The Case Company 

x Introduction of YYY 
o Background 
o Time at The Case Company 

9.2 Customer 

x What does the Powertrain market in Germany look like at the moment? 
o Which are the players? 

� OEMS - EVs vs ICE 
� MTBs? 
� Others – e.g. Tier 1s 

x Main tools and software sold to Powertrain in Germany? 
o Any specific tools not sold much elsewhere? 

x How are the relations with the customers? 
o Strategy? 
o Events/actions? 
o Do the relations differ among different customers? 
o How to nurture? 
o Are internal promoters present? 

� Do they have a key role in the sales process? 
� How to nurture? 
� Is use of residual engineers a possibility? 

x Client/application knowledge 
o How do you know what the customer wants?  

� How to collect and store application data? 
x Is there a better way to do it? 

o How are the customer’s applications taken into account? 
o What is important for the customer? 
o What will the customers’ production lines look like in 5 years? 

� How will we adapt our offer and sales strategies? 
� What is currently in the pipeline for the customers? 
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x Customer stakeholders? (Who to go to within the customer?) 
o Are we actively pursuing the reasoning behind the customer’s 

opinion?  
o What is the reason behind the customer’s specification, can we 

circumvent certain it through a new approach? 
o How to find new/correct contacts?  

� Use of social platforms? 
� How to get a first meeting and continue from there? 

x Customer culture 
o Centralized vs. decentralized decisions 
o Relations vs. specifications 
o National culture 

9.3 Company 

x How are the Powertrain sales in Germany? 
o Do you know how these numbers differ from other German 

OEMs? 
o Proportion of sales to MTB vs OEM 

x What are the existing Powertrain sales strategies? 
o Practical implementations? 
o The main sales arguments 
o What has previously been done to increase Powertrain market 

share? 
o Are there current initiatives for increasing the market share 

within Powertrain? 
x What actions has been done within Powertrain?  

o Did they work?  
o Why/why not? 
o What does the road to success look like within Powertrain in 

Germany? 
� What should the customer visits look like? 

x Focus areas? 
x Which people/plants should be visited? 

x Organizational structure? 
o What are our strengths as an organization? 
o What are our weaknesses? 
o Sales 

� Incentives among sales people 
x What does the payment method look like? 
x Other incentives? 
x Can we develop a specific Powertrain incentive 

structure? 
� Coverage of segments  
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x What is the sales team spending time at? 
x Time spent on Powertrain vs Final Assembly 

� Cross division use of resources? 
o R&D 

� Is the product portfolio the correct one? 
� If the products (controllers) are considered to be old – ask 

why they are selling in other segments 
o Application Center 

� When is the Application Center brought into the project? 
� Should the Application Center be included earlier in the 

process, even before the contract is won?  
x Why/Why not? 

x Buy-in key stakeholders at The Case Company? 
o Does the regional sales office receive the right support from 

TCC’s headquarters? 
o How does TCC’s headquarters follow up decisions out in the 

regional sales offices? 
x Cross-border projects with the customer within and outside Central 

Europe? 

9.4 Competition 

x Which are the main competitors? 
x Potential competitors? 

o Substitutes? 
o New players? 

x Competitor sales strategies?  
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